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Abstract

While many have illustrated the poor track record of armed state-building projects
abroad, few have asked why powerful states choose to employ this costly strategy
given its inherent drawbacks. If institution-building strategies frequently fail to achieve
their objectives, why do powerful states ever engage in the calamitous practice? This
paper asks two interrelated questions: What determines a foreign rulers choice of
strategy following armed intervention, and why do foreign rulers often fail to plan post-
intervention strategies prior to the arrival of troops on the ground? I argue that pre-
existing institutional strength of local territories largely guides major powers strategic
choices following armed intervention, regardless of the foreign ruler’s prior goals and
preferences. Second, uncertainty prior to armed intervention inhibits assessment of
local contexts and prevents selection of a foreign rule strategy until after troops have
arrived in the foreign territory. Only once the foreign ruler’s military intervenes into
the foreign territory can the foreign ruler assess the strength of the local institutions in
the territory and their suitability for meeting their goals. Using a integrative mixed-
method research design combining original data gathered on 160 cases of foreign rule
since 1898 and an in-depth case study of Wilsonian foreign rule in Mexico, this paper
illustrates the crucial importance local institutional strength plays in determining both
the content and timing of a powerful state’s foreign rule strategy.



Introduction

Following the 2003 invasion of Iraq, the United States faced a conundrum. Prior to the

invasion of Iraq, American military planners were confident in their ability to win a decisive

victory and oust the Ba’athist regime of Saddam Hussein in relatively short order. However,

plans for what to do after ousting the Ba’athist regime were largely uncertain. While some

argued that the invasion would require a lengthy occupation to rebuild the state (Crane and

Terrill 2003), most others on the National Security Council and in the Defense Department

maintained that quick turnover to opposition Iraqi parties and maintaining the current bu-

reaucratic landscape of the Iraqi state while transitioning was most prudent. In the end

“disagreements about the postwar plan remained unresolved right up to the invasion. They

arose from differing assessments of prewar conditions in Iraq and what the consequences of

deposing Saddam would be” (Bowen 2009, 4).

After capturing Baghdad, American military commanders and Bush administration offi-

cials recognized they required a strategy to transition Iraq to a non-Ba’athist regime. Rather

than the quick turnover to Iraqi leaders and institutions they expected, however, the land-

scape that the American foreign rulers had entered did not comport to the ground realities

they were expecting to find (Chandrasekaran 2006, Ferguson 2008).1 The pre-intervention

discussions of strategy did not foresee the local landscape that was present in Iraq. As

Feith claimed, “the changing situation on the ground led us to a different analytical con-

clusion than what we had come to in March” (Dobbins 2009, 57). Rather than a strong

bureaucratic state that was run by a misguided and devious leader, one visitor to Baghdad

reported back that Americans are “confronting a much more difficult problem than a tradi-

tional post-conflict reconstruction challenge. Iraq is also a completely failed economy. The

CPA is confronting the equivalent of both a defeated Germany in 1945 and a failed Soviet

Union in 1989” (Dobbins 2009, 198).

Thus as the Coalition Provisional Authority emerged on the scene, it became clear that

an institution-building mission was necessary for American foreign rulers to achieve their

political goals in Iraq. Even with President Bush campaigning against institution building

and Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld telling General Jay Garner prior to the invasion, in a

now apocryphal and foreshadowing conversation, that “if you think were going to spend a

billion dollars of our money over there, you are sadly mistaken” (Bowen 2009, 42), CPA head

1 American planners for the foreign rule mission had “assumed that the most senior levels of ministry
leadershipthe minister and a few senior Baathistscould be replaced without substantially undermining the
work of the ministries. The large civil service staffs in the ministries would keep them running under new
leadership. As Condoleezza Rice expressed the concept, ‘we would defeat the army, but the institutions
would hold’” (Dobbins 2009, 107-108).
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Paul Bremer and the Bush Administration was faced with the reality of the local situation

that mandated the necessity of institution building. While they did invest resources in

planning for a transition to local Iraqi leaders quickly and a military drawdown schedule

that assumed a quick victory and no long term occupation, the initial plans did not stand

up once the military was actually on the ground and could assess local institutions for

themselves. Finally, with the signing of CPA orders Number 1 and Number 2, effectively

disbanding the Iraqi military and ordering the destruction of Ba’athist state institutions

and a process of de-ba’athification, the lengthy institution building mission in Iraq was fully

underway even though they had little initial desire to use an institution-building strategy in

the first place.

This highlights a puzzle. States have engaged in foreign rule across history – including

foreign imposed regime change(FIRC), military occupations, mandates and trusts, peace-

keeping operations, etc...– with amazing regularity. Our understanding of the nature of

foreign rule has changed overtime, but the strategies states pursue largely remain the same.

Despite this consistency, we know very little about what leads foreign rulers to pursue strate-

gies. The choice of foreign rule strategy can greatly impact the effectiveness of foreign rule

operations and have sweeping consequences for the territory under foreign rule.2 Yet without

a complete understanding of the origins of the foreign rule strategy, we cannot fully under-

stand the challenges facing foreign rulers and the perils associated with ruling territory from

afar.

Reflecting on American choices in 2003, two interrelated and deceptively complex ques-

tions emerge: What determines a a major power’s choice of a strategy when engaging in

foreign rule following armed intervention? And given the importance of the post-intervention

period, why do foreign rulers rarely decide upon a strategy prior to the decision to inter-

vene? I argue that the strength of local political institutions in the dominated territory

is the key determinant of a major power’s foreign rule strategy. First, I argue that pre-

existing institutional strength of local territories largely guides the strategic choices made by

states following armed intervention, regardless of the interveners prior goals and preferences.

Crucially, I focus on how the structure and availability of potential local agents determines

whether delegation through a leadership strategy is a viable strategy for the foreign ruler, or

whether institutional strategies are mandated by the weak nature of the institutions in the

local territory. Second, I contend that uncertainty prior to an intervention inhibit choices

over strategy in the foreign rule operation. Only once a foreign ruler has landed on the

2One example of how this manifests itself in the literature is (Peic and Reiter 2011) who examine the
strategy states engage in in FIRCs and how that strategy impacts the likelihood of civil war in the targeted
state. Downes and Monten (2013) also examine how strategies states take in FIRCs can impact the likelihood
of a democratic transition in the targeted state.
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ground in a territory can the foreign ruler assess the local institutional context and recog-

nize whether a leadership or institutional strategy is required. The rest of the paper unfold

as follows. I first define foreign rule and foreign rule strategy. I next discuss my theory of

foreign rule strategy and impact uncertainty and local institutional strength has on strategic

decision-making. I next test my theory quantitatively across a wide variety of contexts before

using an on-the-line case to trace my argument qualitatively. In all, this paper illustrates

the crucial importance local conditions play in determining foreign rule strategy.

What is Foreign Rule?

Before we can answer what determines the choice between foreign rule strategies, we need

to answer three conceptual questions. 1) What is foreign rule? 2) What is a foreign rule

strategy? 3) What distinguishes a leadership from an institutional strategy?

Foreign Rule

Foreign rule is the relationship powerful states engage in to govern territory outside its

sovereign jurisdiction through armed military force. Formally, I define foreign rule as a hi-

erarchical relationship in which a foreign state, group of states, or international body use

military force to impose themselves as the de facto sovereign authority of a territory, while

making no permanent claims to the include the territory as part of the foreign ruler’s home

state. This definition excludes annexation, conquest, economic dependency, covert regime

change operations, conditionality3, secessionist groups claiming rule by an outsider, and

other hierarchical relationships that do not reach the level of surrendering sovereign author-

ity through armed force.4 It does include concepts that are traditionally considered as sepa-

rate phenomena, namely military occupation, mandate and trust territories, foreign regime

change, international territorial administration, and perhaps most contentiously, modern UN

peacekeeping missions where the mission assumes de facto sovereign authority.5

3For example, the IMF and EU using conditionality programs to push weaker states to reform domestic
institutions (Levitsky and Way 2010, Stone 2008, Vachudova 2005).

4This definition implies that the territory under foreign rule remains a defined separate piece of territory
outside the foreign ruler’s home territory. Thus, territory under foreign rule does not undergo state death
as discussed by Fazal (2011), but has a foreign entity taking sovereign control of the distinct territory and
ruling from afar. The state or territory does not die, but rather a foreign entity comes to rule over the
state/territory. On a continuum of international hierarchy, state death would be one end of the continuum
with full sovereignty at the other end, with foreign rule taking up a large section of the middle.

5This includes post-Cold War operations where the UN has assumed control of territory as illustrated
by Chesterman (2005). Crucially however I do not claim that all UN peacekeeping operations are forms of
foreign rule, but rather only cases where there is a transference of sovereignty.
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Figure 1: Continuum of International Hierarchical Relationships via Domination

Why do I consider these seemingly different phenomena as sub-types of foreign rule?

Foreign rule, as defined above, is a form of hierarchy by domination. International relations

theorists have recently endeavored to categorize relationships between actors as they exist,

rather than as they are formally defined. This has lead Lake (1996, 2007, 2009) and others

to argue that while states exist in formal anarchy with each other, their relationships are

defined by de facto hierarchy based upon their relationships with other actors.6 As Mac-

Donald (2018, 136) argues, international hierarchy is “an authority relationship between

dominant and subordinate states” and exists in “cases where a dominant state is exercising

genuine authority over a subordinate.” While the concepts listed above are often treated as

separate phenomena, this is largely due to formal legal definitions separating each as their

own phenomena based on unit level characteristics and not based on the actual relationship

imposed.7 When taking the relational view implicit when thinking about international hier-

archy, all the concepts above are fundamentally subtypes of the same overarching phenomena,

foreign rule. Foreign rule is a form of international hierarchy via domination, which is an

imposed authority relationship where the dominant power imposes sovereign authority upon

the subordinate power through armed force and the subordinate power is obligated to com-

ply with the sovereign inequality imposed (MacDonald 2018, 137). Given that international

hierarchy is defined as a de facto relationship between different units in the international

system, foreign rule is one form of international hierarchy imposed through military force

and domination.

Recognition that hierarchical relationships via domination between political units exist

on an continuum of international hierarchy ranging from full sovereignty to integration into

a domestic order through annexation is vital. I contend that my definition of foreign rule

6For a deeper illustration of the hierarchy literature include: Bially Mattern and Zarakol (2016), Cooley
(2005), Cooley and Nexon (2013), Cooley and Spruyt (2009), Donnelly (2006), Ikenberry (2004, 2012), Kang
(2003, 2005), MacDonald (2018), McDonald (2015), Nexon and Wright (2007), Wendt and Friedheim (1995).

7For more on the origins of the fragmented conceptual landscape surrounding foreign rule, see Denison
(2017).
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exists as a part of this continuum of international hierarchy via domination, whereby mil-

itary force is used to place the territories under coercive hierarchy while maintaining their

nominal independent status. Figure 1 presents a rough representation of this continuum on

international hierarchy via domination. While there are other forms of international hierar-

chy on the the continuum that do not qualify as forms of foreign rule, such as covert regime

change, colonization, and conditionality, my conceptualization of foreign rule captures the

relationships imposed by force and not interested in integrating them into a domestic order.9

After conceptualizing my definition of foreign rule as a subset of the international hier-

archy continuum, understanding how foreign rule exists as a separate concept from military

intervention is essential. I argue that the choice to engage in military intervention and im-

posing foreign rule are distinct policy options that, while interrelated, are distinct and follow

from each other. Foreign rule is an authority relationship and policy option that is only

made possible following the actual landing of troops on a territory. The decision to impose

this relationship is a separate choice from the decision to intervene in the first place. And

as Figure 2 illustrates, only following the decision to engage in foreign rule does the foreign

ruler decide which strategy to utilize in the foreign rule mission. Why is there a distinction

between the choice to intervene and the choice to impose foreign rule? While the likelihood

of carrying out a foreign rule mission could impact the choice to intervene initially, I argue

that states typically make decisions to use military force abroad without consideration for

the post-conflict period.10

Foreign Rule Strategy

I define a state’s foreign rule strategy as the means by which a foreign ruler attempts to

achieve their policy goals when acting as the de facto sovereign of a foreign ruled territory.

Specifically, foreign rule strategy is the means through which the foreign ruler structures their

relationship with the foreign ruled territory to achieve their political ends. As foreign rulers

always have some policy goal (or end) they are trying to achieve when placing a territory

under foreign rule, the strategy is the means they are attempting to use to achieve that goal.

Importantly, foreign rule strategy is a distinct concept from the goals and intentions of a

foreign ruler. What is the difference between strategy and goals? Goals are the political

9It is important to note that territories like Puerto Rico, Guam, and other United States islands and
overseas territories are considered as part of the United States federal government and their citizens are
United States citizens. Thus, these are not cases of foreign rule but rather a unique domestic political
relationship.

10Empirically, military planners and foreign rulers conceive of foreign rule and intervention as separate
phases and choices. Often conceptualized by military leaders as postwar, Phase IV, or non-combat operations,
they are considered as separate phenomena than interventions, regardless of the practicality of doing so
(Rapport 2015).
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Figure 2: Relationship Between Intervention, Foreign Rule, and Strategy

ends states and foreign actors are interested in achieving through their imposition of foreign

rule. The foreign ruler’s goals are the ends that the means (strategy) are selected to achieve.

In other words, strategies are the choices made by foreign rulers to achieve their goals,

whereas goals are what foreign rulers seek to achieve through the strategy they are employing.

Additionally, foreign rule strategy is unique from a foreign ruler’s preferences. Frieden (1999,

42) defines preferences as a state’s highest valued outcomes when involved in an interstate

interaction. Foreign rule strategy, then, is using military force to attempt to achieve the

preferred outcome of the foreign ruler.

Strategy is also separate and not defined by the intentions of a foreign ruler. While

intentions are “the actions that a state plans to take under certain circumstances” (Rosato

2014-2015, 52), strategy is the actual action taken under those circumstances to achieve the

foreign ruler’s goals. While a foreign ruler might intend to act in a certain way prior to

intervention, these intentions do not define the foreign rule strategy, but rather only indicate

possible preferred strategies ex ante. Intended strategy is a worthy variable to note, but as

von Moltke the Elder famously quipped “no plan of operations extends with any certainty

beyond...first contact” (von Moltke 1993, 92). Thus, strategy is the actual action taken

by a state rather than the pre-intervention preferred actions of the foreign ruler.11 Finally,

a foreign rule strategy is not defined by the identity of the foreign ruler, whether it is an

international organization, unilateral state, or another actor. The identity of the foreign ruler

can define the goals of a foreign ruler, but the foreign rule strategy is the means by which

to achieve this goal. Identity, intentions, and goals of the foreign rule are all independent of

strategy and exist logically prior to the choice of foreign rule strategy. Each theoretically can

impact the choice of a foreign ruler’s strategy and the success of the foreign ruler’s strategy,

11It is important to note that this separates the choice to engage in foreign rule, the goal the foreign
ruler is trying to achieve, and the strategy the foreign ruler uses to achieve this goal. All three concepts are
different and important variables to study, but I focus on the latter in this paper.
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but keeping strategy itself logically distinct as a concept is crucial in our analysis.

After noting what foreign ruler strategy is, what strategies are available to prospective

foreign rulers? I argue, following Saunders (2009, 2011) and Downes and Monten (2013),

Downes and O’Rourke (2016), that over time two main varieties of foreign rule strategy

have emerged; those focused on political leaders and those focused on political institutions.

These ideal types of strategies, what Saunders (2009, 2011) calls transformative and non-

transformative strategies and Downes and Monten (2013) call leadership FIRCs and insti-

tutional FIRCs, map onto what I call leadership and institutional strategies. While scholars

have developed new flavors, twists, and terminology to describe the two ideal types of strat-

egy, the various strategies foreign rulers utilize continue to fall into these two categories.

Of course, there is some amount of overlap between these two ideal types. But the distinc-

tion between leadership and institutional strategies is critical to examine as foreign rulers

determine how best to achieve their goals.

Leadership Strategies

Leadership strategies are foreign rule strategies that emphasize changing or maintaining a

specific leader in power while maintaining current political institutions. I define leadership

strategies as foreign rule strategies where the foreign ruler governs the local territory by ap-

pointing preferred leaders to rule through current governmental institutions and ensuring the

preferred leader remains in power. This includes strategies where the foreign ruler replaces

non-preferred leadership with new leaders, reimposes recently deposed leaders the foreign

ruler preferred, and the foreign ruler maintaining leaders in power that would otherwise be

deposed. This definition is akin to what Downes and Monten (2013) call leadership strate-

gies, where the foreign ruler “removes a states primary leader, but leaves the main political

institutions and selection procedures that make up the regime intact.” The foreign ruler

is content to have local institutions manage the foreign rule mission and work to achieve

their goals through local leaders. Leadership strategies come in many varieties. In all cases,

however, the foreign ruler relies upon the existing local political institutions to govern and

focus their influence upon the leadership of the dependent territory. The key to identifying

a leadership change strategy is the reliance of the foreign ruler on controlling leaders and

maintaining local institutions rather than a desire to build new institutions. In a leadership

strategy, the foreign ruler cares more about who is managing the territory than how it is

managed.

A typical example of a leadership strategy is the Japanese foreign rule mission in Thailand

starting 1941, where after a brief invasion by the Japanese military, the Thai government

surrendered to the Japanese forces. However, the Japanese maintained Major General Plaek
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Phibunsongkhram in power as Prime Minister of Thailand and worked with existing Thai

institutions to help their war efforts in Burma and Malaya. While the Japanese only directly

imposed their rule over Thailand to achieve their desired foreign policy goals in the region, the

fact that they forced the Thai government to cede their sovereign authority while ensuring

the sympathetic Phibun regime maintained power is emblematic of a leadership strategy

(Reynolds 1994, 1996). In practice, a leadership strategy can include imposing new leaders,

maintaining a sympathetic leader in power, and replacing leaders with a governor from the

foreign ruler with the existing local institutions maintained.12

Institutional Strategies

Institutional strategies, on the other hand, are foreign rule strategies where the foreign ruler

replaces and reshapes local political institutions distinct from the current local institutions.

Institutional strategies emphasize building, maintaining, and ruling through political insti-

tutions. What I call institutional strategies are similar to Saunders’ (2009) definition of

transformative strategies, which she defines as a strategy that “explicitly aims to interfere

in or actively determine the target state’s domestic institutions.” Institutional strategies,

then, are defined by the foreign ruler creating and managing an expansive bureaucracy that

pursues the foreign ruler’s goals rather than the foreign ruler choosing a specific leader to

pursue the foreign ruler’s goals through existing local institutions. Institutional strategies

focus on creating and developing political institutions that ensure the foreign ruler achieves

their goals and promotes their interests. While institutional strategies often include changes

in leadership as a byproduct of the new institutional structure, the focus of an institutional

strategy remains on the political institutions of the local territory. Thus, institutional strate-

gies are foreign rule strategies where the focus is on changing government structures rather

than changing government personnel in the foreign territory.

A prototypical example of an institutional strategy is the Soviet Union’s occupation of

Afghanistan where the Soviets deposed Hafizullah Amin and tried to install a more efficient

communist state during their decade long occupation of the Central Asian state. Rather than

working to simply install a new government in power and work with the pre-existing com-

munist party in Afghanistan, the Soviets sought to build a stronger central state apparatus

during their occupation mission to allow for a more robust communist governing author-

ity to manage the entire territory (Braithwaite 2011, Kakar 1995). Beyond the example

of Afghanistan, what specific actions occur under an institutional strategy of foreign rule?

Imposing democratic institution, removing democratic institutions and imposing authori-

tarian institutions, replacing public works bureaucracies, imposing new civil administrators

12Leadership strategies then are similar to indirect rule strategies used during colonial periods.
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and new layers of bureaucracy are all examples of how institutional strategies of foreign

rule occur in practice. In effect, for an institutional strategy to exist one should see foreign

rulers creating new forms of government institutions and either replacing the existing ones

or building new versions of institutions that had not previously existed.

After laying out the differences between the two ideal type strategies, it is important

to note strategies of foreign rule exist in practice more as a continuum than distinct types.

Much like how foreign rule exists as part of the international hierarchy continuum, leadership

and institutional strategies sit at distinct ends of the foreign rule strategy continuum. In

practice, foreign rulers can use elements of both leadership and institutional strategies. In

an ideal world, foreign rulers would have a territory with their preferred political institutions

and a preferred leader, allowing them to accomplish their goals quickly. For example, when

a new leader is imposed, often the new leader modifies a few local institutions at the for-

eign ruler’s behest. But the foreign ruler’s focus remains on imposing a pliant leader rather

than building the institutional capacity of the territory. Additionally, institutional strate-

gies almost always include a change in leadership as well. When foreign rulers change the

structure of political institutions, the new structure of the institutions leads to leadership

change. However, focusing on which ideal type the foreign ruler is most-similar to remains

beneficial as both leadership and institutional strategies remain logically distinct. Focusing

on two ideal type strategies serves to show two distinct forms of foreign rule and how for-

eign rulers make choices over how to attempt to advance their interests in their dependencies.

A Theory of Foreign Rule Strategy

Before I discuss my theory of foreign rule strategy, I make a couple of interrelated assumptions

that undergird my theoretical claims below. First, I assume foreign rulers operate under a

baseline level of rationality, meaning they seek to obtain their goals in a cost efficient manner.

This is not to say that foreign rulers always carry out the optimal strategy and maximize

their interests in practice, but rather foreign rulers have goals, whether they are actually

beneficial for themselves or not, and they seek to achieve those goals in the way they think is

most cost-effective.13 Building on this, I assume even powerful actors engaging in foreign rule

prefer to use fewer resources to extend their domination when possible. Foreign rulers, like

all other powerful actors, prefer to achieve their goals by expending less blood and treasure if

13I follow in the vein of Kirshner (2015) who argues that rationality in international relations does not
mandate a mechanistic view of the state as a rational actor. Rather he argues that rationality based on
“realistic expectations” and “relatively stable and ordered preferences” is how rationality is actually expressed
by units in the international system (Kirshner 2015, 169).
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possible and will seek strategies that produce greater benefits with less investment. However,

if the local context requires a larger investment to achieve their goals, the foreign ruler will

feel compelled to use a costlier strategy to achieve their preferred goals.

Given this assumption of rationality, why do foreign rulers ever attempt the costly strat-

egy of institution building?14 And why do strategies only coalesce after intervention and

rarely before military action? I argue that foreign rulers base their decisions over foreign

rule strategies predominantly on the strength of local political institutions. However, the

nature of local institutions is largely unknown prior to intervention. Uncertainty about the

strength of local institutions leads to a preference for relegating strategic decisions until

after armed intervention. This argument builds on insights from the literatures on principal-

agent problems, uncertainty and conflict, and regime change. The goals of the foreign ruler

are filtered through local conditions. This filters the preferences and goals of the foreign

ruler through the conditions on the ground, making decisions on strategy appear late in the

military operation. Only after the military has landed can the foreign ruler engage in the

strategic decision-making process and the final foreign rule strategy can coalesce. The theory

is presented in graphic form in Figure 3.

Uncertainty, the Fog of Intervention, and Strategy

When thinking about strategy during and after armed interventions, traditional views assume

that the highest echelons of power in the foreign ruler’s capital have well-defined strategies

prior to any armed action.15 For foreign rule missions specifically, I argue instead that the

traditional view is incorrect, and uncertainty over local contexts leads foreign rulers to rele-

gate strategic decisions until after armed intervention occurs. Instead, I contend the strength

of local institutions is the key determinant in the choice between leadership and institutional

strategies when imposing foreign rule. However, prior to an armed intervention, the for-

eign ruler’s fundamental uncertainty over local contexts prevents decisions of strategy until

after the intervention occurs. A fog of intervention exists that prevents concrete strategic

decision-making and consolidation around a set strategy. Uncertainty prior to deployment

of the foreign ruler in the local territory prevents strategic planning until after the armed

14Similar to how war appears as a puzzle to rationalists like Fearon (1995) given the costly nature of war
and the benefits of pre-conflict bargaining, it is a puzzle here why rationalist states would seek to expend the
amount of blood and treasure an institutional strategy requires when the likelihood of success or a better
future outcome is unlikely given the poor side-effects that institutional strategies typically bring. Thus, some
explanation is required as to why foreign rulers would ever considered institutional strategies as an optimal
strategy.

15Saunders (2011) is one example of this formulation. However it is common, especially in most rationalist
formulations of intervention and war, that strategy is determined by national leaders in advance of the
military mission. Rapport (2015) provides an important exception.
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intervention.16 Thus my theory of foreign rule strategy first seeks to show how uncertainty

over local contexts drives the relegation of strategic decision-making, with uncertainty driven

by various factors in the foreign ruler’s capital and governing bodies as well as in the foreign

territory itself.

Uncertainty and its Origins

Before a foreign ruler can engage in foreign rule, the foreign ruler must decide to undertake

an armed intervention that sets the stage for the foreign rule mission. What makes major

powers decide to engage in armed intervention is outside the focus of this paper. However,

it is often the case that major powers have various reasons for imposing their will on other

actors, usually to support some economic, security, humanitarian, or some other goal and

will roll the dice of intervention to achieve that goal. However, while foreign rulers prepare

for armed intervention, militaries usually launch their operations while they are not fully

prepared and with full plans ready for the post-conflict period. Instead, crisis moments

emerge that propel intervention forward, leading to foreign rulers and their militaries to

focus on the initial military mission. The planning leading up to this crisis moment and after

the intervention decision is made is on the military factors the major power can control, and

discussions of foreign rule strategy are relegated as concerns over taking territory, protecting

troops, and logistical support take precedence. Uncertainty dominates the initial planning

for the foreign rule period and relegates any definite decision-making over strategy until after

the initial crisis and armed intervention.

What is uncertainty and why do foreign rulers and their militaries face uncertainty when

trying to ascertain foreign contexts? Broadly, uncertainty occurs, as Keynes (1937) claims,

when something is fundamentally unknowable rather than something being able to be known

with a certain probability. As Kirshner (2015, 178) elucidates it, “uncertainty describes a

world characterized by crucial unknowns and unknowables.” Under uncertainty, there is no

ability to obtain perfect information, and even if information flows improve, it still faces

subjective interpretation that leads to problems of assessment.17 While foreign rulers may

gather information on the territory from intelligence agencies, diplomatic corps members,

or other sources, they do not possess a clear, unbiased view of the strength of the political

institutions inside the foreign territory. It is difficult to ascertain how well a state is governed,

16And while outside the bounds of this paper, uncertainty can also contribute to the decisions to engage
in armed intervention in the first place. It contributes to overconfidence in the ability to achieve political
goals through armed force without much consideration of the follow-on effects.

17As Knight (1971, 268) argues, “the task of what to do and how to do it takes the ascendancy over that
of execution” when faced with uncertainty. In other words, uncertainty forces actors to think about goals
and strategy prior to taking action, as understanding the best way to achieve the conditions under which
the goal-seeking will occur is unknown.
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the relative strength of a state’s bureaucracy and institutions, and how much the local

populace supports the current governing institutions from afar.

Based on this understanding of what uncertainty entails, what evidence do we have that

uncertainty exists and where does it originate? A key example is in military organizations.

Militaries have long recognized the impact uncertainty plays in making strategic choices

contingent. From Clausewitz onward, military strategists have noted that “war is the realm

of the uncertainty,”(Clausewitz 1976 [1872], 101) where military strategists must be willing

to update their plans based on new information as the receive it. Morgenthau (1946, 138-140)

argued that military campaigns are unpredictable give the multitude of uncertain factors that

cannot be planned for prior to the launching of the operation. Gilpin (1981, 74, 202) further

states, militaries do not get the intervention “they want or expect; they fail to recognize the

pent-up forces they are unleashing or the larger historical significance of the decisions they

are taking.” Rather, militaries “seldom can predict the train of events they set in motion,

and they frequently lose control over social and political forces.”

While traditionally these maxims refer to major interstate wars, in terms of foreign

rule strategies, these maxims are even more applicable as they apply to the postwar phase.

Uncertainty leads to contingent planning and an emphasis on flexibility in military strategy

across all forms of armed force, including foreign rule missions. As such, any pre-planned

strategic guidelines for the foreign rule mission are all contingent on the assessment of the

local context militaries complete after initiating the intervention. Military commanders

recognize that achieving their objectives requires adequate knowledge and information about

the local conditions they find themselves in, and refuse to dogmatically commit to a strategy

without knowing the local context.18 As Iklé (1991, 8) explains, “war plans tend to only cover

the first act,” and foreign rulers recognize that their strategies for the foreign rule mission

will have to adapt to the local conditions as they find them. In general, foreign policy

bureaucracies and decision-makers in a foreign ruler’s capital have various personal and

organization factors that enhance the uncertainty in assessing local institutional contexts.

For instance, in terms of general decision-making, both Rapport (2015) and George (1969)

argue that foreign policy officials and leaders tend to view war and military operations in

terms of distinct phases, and this affects how leaders and top officials think about risk and

potential problems in military operations. There is a natural preference to focus on the short-

18Posen (1984, 47-50) argues that uncertainty reduction is a key reason militaries often prefer offensive
military doctrines. When faced with uncertainty on the battlefield, militaries often look to have offensive
doctrines that will allow them to take initiative in the military engagement and structure the operation to
their terms. In terms of armed intervention and foreign rule, this can often mean that militaries only plan
for successful offensive operations at the onset of the armed intervention mission rather than planning for
contingent missions once the foreign rule mission begins. See also Snyder (1984, 119-120) and Van Evera
(1997) for how uncertainty can create a military preference for offensive military doctrines and planning.
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term possibilities of military operations and a reticence to plan for longer periods beyond

the immediate next steps of a military operation.

Militaries are also very reticent to plan foreign rule operations prior to achieving total

military victory or finishing the initial intervention phase. Given the inherent uncertainty in

the initial combat phase of any operation or intervention, delegating resources for planning for

post-conflict operations, such as foreign rule operations, is not a priority. This manifests itself

in military organizations where civil affairs divisions and post-conflict operation planning is

treated as a tertiary interest at best.19 The natural preference in militaries is to focus on

defined conflict tasks and invest their resources on winning the conflict rather than spending

resources on determining strategy for imposing foreign rule. This leaves few resources for

focus and training for the post-intervention period and implementation of the foreign rule

operation as the military waits to assess the local context. Thus, militaries insist upon

waiting until they have intervened into the territory until they make defined judgments on

the strategy necessary to accomplish to goals given to them by their commanders. This

creates a problem in military organizations where attempts to deal with the uncertainty

they face obscures the issues they face in post-conflict planning.20

The Fog of Intervention and Lack of Pre-Planned Strategy

After understanding that foreign rulers possess uncertainty over local institutions, why does

uncertainty over local contexts matter for understanding foreign rule strategy formation? If

foreign rulers are rational actors, why would foreign rulers not select a foreign rule strategy

prior to armed intervention? I argue that rational foreign rulers respond to uncertainty by

only tentatively planning for foreign rule periods at best, and often relegate the decision-

making to local military commanders to carry out once the military mission ends. Given the

natural focus on operational factors during the initial phases of an armed intervention, why

do foreign rulers not design their strategies for the post-intervention period of foreign rule

prior to launching their intervention? Uncertainty over local conditions prevents consolidated

strategic decision-making. Strategy requires understanding the environment the foreign ruler

will be facing and the constraints and capabilities present there.

Uncertainty can effect the strategic planning process to produce a few unique effects.

19Maj. Gen. John Hilldring summed it up best in 1943 when in writing to Secretary of State Dean Acheson
he stated “the Army is not a welfare organization. It is a military machine whose mission is to defeat the
enemy on the field of battle” (Carafano 2002, 12).

20Beyond military organizations, foreign policy bureaucracies and intelligence agencies also contribute to
the presence of uncertainty in a foreign ruler. While there is not space here to go into detail on how intelligence
agencies and other foreign policy bureaucracies can contribute to uncertainty, they institutions are crucial
in driving uncertainty. For a sample of this argument, see Brooks (2008), Rovner (2011), Yarhi-Milo (2014)
and Friedman and Zeckhauser (2012).
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First, uncertainty can contribute to goal-oriented biases emerging, where foreign rulers be-

come focused on goals rather than on the means necessary to achieve them. As Rapport

(2015, 2) states “military operations that policymakers believe will take place in the more

distant future will be evaluated largely on the desirability of the goals they are meant to

achieve.” Foreign rulers focused on goals and ends fail to consider the means that it will

take to achieve their goals. As goal “desirability becomes more salient, decision makers are

prone to underestimate the costs and risks of future actions” (Rapport 2015, 2). I build on

this to argue that uncertainty centered around local political contexts produces a focus on

goals rather than on the means to achieve them, but unfortunately that bias is a natural

byproduct of the inherent uncertainty and cannot be ameliorated. Once foreign rule becomes

a viable policy option, political goals can be debated by the strategy requires more infor-

mation. The only available option is to make contingency plans for various scenarios, but

even then foreign rulers are often focused on debating between goals rather than debating

strategies.

This leads to a second problem enhanced by uncertainty: overconfidence. Decision-

makers often seek out intelligence assessments from their intelligence agencies to reduce

uncertainty. Overconfidence has often been identified as a possible leading cause behind the

decision to engage in international conflict.21. Policymakers, given their desire to achieve

political goals, often ignore the uncertainty that intelligence agencies report and become

overconfident in their convictions on how certain military actions will play out. As Schub

(2015) and Johnson (2004) point out however, overconfidence in their ability to ameliorate

uncertainty can create leaders with overconfidence in their ability to manage all aspects

of an armed intervention, preventing foreign rulers from fully ascertaining the uncertainty

they are facing. Instead, they are confident in their ability to achieve their ideal goals and

“typically do not believe they are making errors” (Schub 2015, 13). Together this leads to a

possible problem of what others have deemed imperial hubris, where foreign rulers become

overconfident in their ability to achieve their political goals in far away territories without

real analysis of what uncertainty might portend (Recchia 2007). Hence, overconfidence when

faced with uncertainty could provide a sound answer for why foreign rulers launch armed

interventions in the first place when they do not possess sound information about local

contexts. If uncertainty can increase the amount of overconfidence in the foreign ruler’s

ability to achieve their political goals, this can push the foreign ruler to launch a an armed

21Both Blainey (1988, 35) and Van Evera (1997, 14-34) have argued that false optimism of military
success, or overconfidence in Johnson and Tierney’s (2011) words, promotes the likelihood that a military
power will start an international conflict. Further, Johnson and Tierney (2011) argue that as politicians and
military leaders approach the decision to engage in armed intervention, they possess even higher levels of
overconfidence.
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intervention regardless of the existing uncertainty around local contexts.22

Still, some may argue that certain goals and preferences of foreign rulers can push them

to have defined foreign rule strategies that disregard local institutions to achieve their goals.

If goals and preferences prior to an intervention did determine foreign rule strategies, we

should see foreign rulers discussing and promoting the existence of a comprehensive strategy

prior to the intervention and we should also not see foreign rulers changing the strategy once

on the ground. In fact, we do see some aspiring foreign rulers attempt to think through how

the initial foreign rule period will operate and how best to implement a successful strategy.

Working groups, civil administration training staffs, and policy planning organs can emerge,

yet the uncertainty inherent in planning for foreign rule prevents development of a well-

defined strategy. Various proposals and ideas may emerge, but the decision of strategy

remains contingent upon the military actually being on the ground so it can assess the

local institutional environment. The presence of working groups and strategy documents

does not indicate a consolidated strategy, but rather simply indications of planning for

beginning a foreign rule mission. Instead of a well-articulated strategy, however, different

strategic operations and guiding documents emerge, with different groups of elites in the

foreign ruler’s decision-making organs debating over which is best to implement. This is an

indication that the foreign ruler has not selected a coherent foreign rule strategy, but rather

is waiting to determine which of the strategic documents or principles they have discussed

can be successfully implemented. Uncertainty does not prevent the ability to plan but rather

prevents the ability to discern what plans and means will actually be required. The lack

of reliable information about the strength of various local institutions leads foreign rulers

to have preferences and goals for their foreign ruled territory, but leaves determining the

strategy until after receiving more concrete information on the conditions of the institutions

in the local territory.23

22While not the focus of this chapter, Johnson (2004) largely argues this can explain the process for the
initial decision to invade Iraq in 2003. Expanded from his discussion and this discussion above, it could be
the case that future certain leaders are more or less likely to be overconfident in their ability to achieve their
political goals quickly in a foreign rule mission even without knowledge of local conditions. However, I argue
that regardless of this level of overconfidence, uncertainty over all cases of foreign rule remains present until
after the armed intervention initially occurs.

23This is not an atypical response when placing territory under control of a foreign power. During colonial
periods, both the French and British had preferred types of colonial structures to impose their rule on
territories and accomplish their goals. However, there are many cases where the British utilized more directly
ruled, institutional-type strategies and the French used more indirectly ruled, leadership-type strategies once
they arrived in the territories (Abernathy 2000, Charrad 2001, Fieldhouse 1966). Both Lange, Mahoney and
Vom Hau (2006), Lange (2004) and Gerring et al. (2011) point out that British colonial rulers had to adapt
their level of direct vs indirect rule in different colonial missions based on the condition and strength of local
institutions. MacDonald (2014) points out across various contexts, colonial strategies were conditioned by
the presence of local support networks and how local conditions impacted the goals major powers had when
launching colonial missions. The capital preferred an outcome, and the colonial administration decided to
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In sum, uncertainty can have the pernicious effect of delaying consideration of strategy,

which further, can lead to the choice to engage in armed intervention in the first place. Poor

decisions to engage in foreign rule missions emerge directly from the uncertainty prior to

armed intervention. Strategy emerges not from the goals and preferences of the foreign ruler.

Rather strategy emerges once uncertainty is reduced. This means that foreign rulers can end

up in lengthy institution-building missions when they have little intention of engaging in one

in the first place. This leads to one defined hypothesis on the effect of uncertainty on foreign

rule strategy:

H1: Uncertainty of local contexts prevents strategic decisions from emerging until after in-

tervention occurs.

Political Institutions and Foreign Rule Strategy

Armed Resistance

What role does local institutional strength play in determining foreign rule strategy? I

argue there are two main mechanisms behind the importance of local institutional strength24:

Agent capacity and political resistance. First, agent capacity. When foreign rulers intervene

abroad, they initially attempt to work with local officials to manage the foreign rule mission

and carry out their preferred policy goals. Rephrased, foreign rulers always seek local agents

to work with to help govern the territory. Projecting sovereign authority from afar is a

difficult and costly prospect, and utilizing existing agents in the foreign territory provides an

attractive option for foreign rulers. However, while some local agents are almost always exist

and are willing to work with the foreign ruler to help achieve their goals, it is the capacity of

these agents, driven by local institutional strength, that defines the ability of foreign rulers

to actually delegate to these agents.

The agent capacity mechanism builds on principal-agent dynamics although with an

important modification.25 Traditionally, principal-agent problems focus on how to ensure

agents follow the wishes of a principal, assuming that agents often have their own preferences

administer rule based on the best way to achieve the outcome, rather than inherent preference for strategy.
24I use a minimalist definition of local institutional strength that largely refers to whether local institutions

can carry out the policies and goals of the central sovereign authority when tasked. This conceptualization
of institutional strength is most similar to Mann’s (1984) conceptualization of infrastructural power. As
Mann (1984, 189) defines it, institutional strength refers to “the capacity of the state to actually penetrate
civil society, and to implement logistically political decisions throughout the realm.” Using a minimalist
conceptualization, I argue that the actual ability of local institutions to implement policies dictated by the
sovereign authority is the key feature of local institutional strength.

25For background on principal-agent problems see: (Calvert, McCubbins and Weingast 1989, Epstein and
O’Halloran 1999, Jensen and Meckling 1976, Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991, Ross 1973)
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and will work against the principal’s wishes.26 However, in foreign rule missions prior to

considerations of divergent goals of agents, agents have to actually possess the capacity to

carry out their goals.27 Without a baseline level of capacity, agents cannot carry out their

own or the foreign ruler’s wishes. Agents do not have the opportunity to shirk if they do not

have the capacity to do otherwise.

Rationally then, if principal-agent dynamics in foreign rule missions operated as typically

conceptualized, this would always lead foreign rulers to use leadership-type strategies. If

capacity was not important, then simply finding the correct agent and incentive structure

for that agent would be all the foreign ruler would need to do to achieve their political goals.

However, there is a clear empirical pattern throughout history where many foreign rulers go

beyond simply changing leaders when installing local agents and seek to build institutions as

well, a costly endeavor that does not rationally make sense to employ if not necessary. Why

expend these resources if unnecessary? Without focusing on agent capacity, principal-agent

theories fail to recognize the importance of availability and capacity of potential agents play

in determining the principal’s strategy. Thus, I argue we must look beyond the principal’s

calculus of delegation, and instead look towards the capacity of possible agents to carry out

the foreign ruler’s goals in the local territory.

Even more, we know that foreign rulers always prefer to delegate to local agents when

possible. When foreign rulers capture the sovereign authority of a foreign territory, there

are significant benefits to utilizing local institutions to manage the foreign rule mission and

simply working with local agents to run the foreign rule mission. This is the case for two

major reasons. First, maintaining local institutions allows the foreign ruler’s military to leave

the foreign territory and rely on local institutions to carry out the foreign ruler’s mission,

allowing for cheaper achievement of the foreign ruler’s goals. Utilizing current political

institutions also allows foreign rulers to focus on the goals they wish to seek rather than

spending costly resources on creating new infrastructure to carry out their goals. Second,

26Feaver (1996) identifies this problem in his understanding of the civil-military relations problematique,
where states create a strong militaries to defend against external threats, but a strong military is also capable
of ignoring civilian control and pursuing their own interests. Foreign rulers can face similar dilemmas when
considering delegating authority to a local leader, but they also have the ability to consistently change their
agent until they find an acceptable one. The problematique however, which Feaver argues emerges from
Huntington’s (1957) theory of civil-military relations, concerns situations where a capable military already
exists and thus foreign rulers require capable agents to exist already. Lake (2016) and Lake and Fariss (2014)
also highlight the dilemma where finding agents strong enough to follow the foreign ruler’s wishes and also
possessing the legitimacy to rule over a foreign populace is difficult. For more on principal-agent problems
in civil-military relations see: Feaver (1996, 2003) and Avant (1994, 1998, 1996). Similarly, Byman (2006)
extends this principal-agent framework to counterinsurgency.

27This is not to say that foreign ruler missions do not face standard principal-agent problems as well. Lake
and Fariss (2014) and Lake (2016) both highlight the inherent dilemma between finding agents that can be
subservient to foreign rulers but also possess the capacity and legitimacy to rule effectively at home.
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the destruction of current institutions to create new ones incurs large costs in terms of

resources, and requires lengthy military presence. The destruction of local institutions to

allow for the foreign ruler to build new institutions produces strong negative externalities

that foreign rulers have a rational preference to avoid if possible. As Gerring et al. (2011,

385) explains “the benefits of preserving preexisting political institutions are considerable,

while the opportunity costs of destroying them may be quite high.”

Thus, the foreign ruler must first determine whether the local territory has the capacity

to permit agents to serve the foreign ruler’s interests before they have the luxury of worrying

about how to control their installed agents.28 Hence, foreign rulers will always naturally

prefer leadership strategies. But capable local agents are not always available. Often the

existing political institutions do not possess the capacity required and this precludes the

availability of local agents that can achieve the goals of the foreign ruler. Thus, the de-

termination of agent capacity overrides the foreign ruler’s natural preference for leadership

strategies. Instead of focusing on the preferences of the foreign ruler, to understand decisions

of foreign rule strategies examinations of the capacity of local agents to carry out the foreign

ruler’s interests is paramount.

For a local agent to carry out the foreign ruler’s wishes, local institutions must have the

capacity to put the foreign ruler’s commands into action. Strong local institutions allow for

foreign rulers to reduce their military presence and rely upon the existing local institutions

to carry out their goals. Weak local institutions, conversely, require foreign rulers to first

build up local institutional capacity through maintaining their presence in the territory before

they can achieve their goals. Hence, the strength of local political institutions determines the

capacity of local agents. Agent capacity is critically important for foreign rulers to determine

their strategy of foreign rule, and moves us beyond a simplistic version of principal-agent

theory.

How does agent capacity matter in practice? First, upon initiating the foreign rule mis-

sion, foreign rulers typically embrace a temporary leadership strategy to determine whether

local institutions possess the capacity required to delegate fully to them. As the foreign ruler

works with local agents, they will assess whether they are able to carry out the political goals

given to them by the foreign ruler. If the foreign ruler finds the local territory already pos-

sesses relatively strong local institutions, then there are capable agents in the territory and

the foreign ruler will employ a leadership strategy. The foreign ruler recognizes that the

28Bueno De Mesquita and Downs (2006) argue that no matter the identity of the foreign ruler, states
want pliant clients instead of specific regime types. They argue that democratic regimes prefer to install
authoritarian leaders because they are more likely to be pliant to their wishes and enact their preferred
policies. Similarly, regimes of all types engaging in foreign rule will have the same preference for pliant
agents.
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territory’s current political institutions will allow for their installed agent to carry out their

wishes, and the foreign ruler only needs to depose the recalcitrant leader and install a pliant

leader to achieve their goal. On the other hand, if the foreign ruler finds the territory pos-

sesses relatively weak local institutions, then a leadership strategy is not available to them.

After foreign rulers arrive in the territory they will scan the landscape and look to potential

agents to see if they possess the capacity to carry out their missions. This often includes

an initial attempt to work with local agents and monitor how they respond to the foreign

ruler’s commands. However, if the local territory possess weak institutions, then the political

ends the foreign ruler is seeking will not be attainable with the current institutions in place,

and they will be forced to create new and stronger local institutions. Local institutions will

have to be strengthened, reformed, and rebuilt to create the conditions for the foreign ruler

to succeed. Foreign rulers are reluctant to engage in institutional strategies when there are

local institutions present they can utilize to meet their needs. Thus, even though foreign

ruler’s prefer to simply install new leaders, weak institutions compel institutional strategies,

often against the pre-intervention preferences of the foreign ruler.

Egypt’s foreign rule mission in Yemen is emblematic of how local institutions and their

agent capacity matters for foreign rule strategy. Following the developments in the Yemeni

crisis, Nasser initially ordered the Egyptian military to intervene in the Yemeni civil war after

the newly instituted Yemen Arab Republic was facing resistance following the overthrow of

the royalist regime. Given the relative military weakness of Yemen, Nasser and the Egyptian

military initially believe that they would be able to quickly establish a foreign rule mission

in North Yemen, re-install and bolster their preferred leaders in Sanaa, and use a leadership

strategy to achieve their political goals in Yemen quickly (Dawisha 1975). So confident

were the military leaders of their mission to Sanaa that they did not even bring maps

of the full Yemen Arab Republic with them (Witty 2001, 409). Upon arrival in the capital

however, the Egyptian military quickly recognized that the republican government instituted

in the capital did not have the capacity to carry out their political goals. The newly created

republican government was not able to create unified political institutions that could achieve

the government’s political policies beyond a very limited geographic range (Witty 2001, 419-

420). The infrastructural power of the Yemeni state was non-existant, to the surprise of

the Egyptian military and Nasser (Dawisha 1977). Facing this prospect, the Egyptians

quickly turned to attempt an institutional strategy to push through rebuilding Yemeni local

institutions in an attempt to create a strong institutional basis to win the civil war against

the royalist factions. Agent capacity had to be built before the Egyptians could achieve their

goal in Yemen. Egypt, initially playing for a simple few weeks military mission to bolster

republican regime in Yemen, ended up engaged in a five-year long institution-building mission
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when they had no intention of engaging in one in the first place.29

Armed Resistance

The second causal mechanism that local institutional strength is the likelihood of armed

resistance. Just as agent capacity can constrain foreign rulers, armed resistance can often

work in the opposite direction to bind foreign rulers. When territories placed under foreign

rule possess stronger local institutions, replacing those institutions increases the probability

that armed resistance will rise against the foreign ruler. Institutional strength helps deter-

mine the likely level of post-intervention armed resistance by illustrating the likely residual

organization strength in current state institutions to resist imposition of new institutions. As

Hegre et al. (2001) and Peic and Reiter (2011) illustrate, replacing political institutions in a

state reduces state power and state strength as the new institutional capacity is rebuilt over

time. However, the organizational strength of the previous institutions rarely dissipates, but

can often be held together and transferred to armed resistance movements to utilize against

foreign rulers. Deposing institutions would reallocate the institutional strength away from

local institutions and towards resistance movements and actors who are predisposed to dis-

like the foreign ruler. While the nascent political institutions are being created by the foreign

ruler, the residual organization strength that is held together by organization ties will still

exist, just now held in organizations against the state rather than working for the state.

Foreign rulers have to consider what will happen to the deposed institutions when they

use an institutional strategy. As Gerring et al. (2011, 384) discuss, building new institutions

“requires the destruction, or at the very least, the neutralizationof the existing political

order. There cannot be two governments side by side... Thus, the destruction of political

order is a cosmic event, with repercussions that are often far-reaching and always difficult

to anticipate; spillover is common, for such events are difficult to contain.” The destruction

of current institutions requires foreign rulers to ascertain what will happen to those who are

deposed. If they retain the organizational ties that held them together inside the govern-

ment’s bureaucracy, then resistance capacity is higher. Stronger institutions will naturally

have stronger organizational ties, and produce stronger potential for armed resistance to

foreign rule. On the other hand, destroying weak institutions does not meaningfully create

additional capacity to rebel and make it more likely that armed resistance will emerge. Thus,

local institutional strength can crucially determine resistance capacity and contribute to the

foreign ruler’s calculation of how best to achieve their goals with minimum resistance.

This leads foreign rulers to assess local institutions and work to determine the resistance

29In fact, some have argued that Egypt’s actions in this foreign rule operation directly contributed to their
weak performance in the 1967 war with Israel (Ferris 2013).
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capacity of local territories given the cost of imposing new institutions with weakened capac-

ity. If the foreign ruler determines that the local institutional strength is sufficiently high and

resistance to foreign rule is likely, the probability that the foreign ruler will look to engage

in institution-building is substantially less likely. This is true even if the foreign ruler has

an initial preference for replacing the current institutions and institutional strategies more

broadly. Creating new resistance movements to the foreign ruler will only make accomplish-

ing the foreign ruler’s goals more costly. Leadership strategies appear much more attractive

when the cost of suppressing rebellion against the foreign ruler is factored into the cost of

the foreign rule mission.

Alternatively, if the foreign ruler assesses the situation and sees relatively weak local insti-

tutions, reducing state institutional strength is not a concern, as there is no current capacity

to fight resistance movements and new institutional strength must be built. The foreign ruler

is compelled to engage in institution building to quash any prospective resistance against

political rule in the state. Replacing the current leadership through leadership strategies

will simply allow the resistance movement to continue to be unaffected. Additionally, the

existence of weak local institutions largely implies that deposing current institutions will

not contribute to higher levels of armed resistance as there is not much capacity to transfer.

Without sufficient pre-existing capacity, current institutions turning into strong, cohesive

resistance movements are not likely. This mechanism can intertwine with the agent capacity

mechanism if the foreign ruler is inclined to impose a rebel group or resistance movement

as the new leaders of the foreign ruled territory.30 Here, the rebels are deemed as capable

agents and often have created their own institutions or captured strong state institutions

through rebellion. Hence they possess strong political institutions and even though they

are initially rebels prior to the foreign rule mission. Attempting to change their institutions

as the foreign ruler installs them as leaders can increase their resistance against the foreign

ruler’s goals. This dynamic process makes assessing the agent’s capability and ability to

resist a crucial mechanism driving the choice of strategy.31

How does the armed resistance mechanism play out in practice? As with the agent capac-

ity mechanism, upon arriving in the foreign territory the foreign ruler’s military endeavors

to assess current local institutions and the likelihood that armed resistance will emerge to

pressure the military mission. Upon realizing that armed resistance is more likely to emerge,

30For instance, if the foreign ruler observes one side of a ongoing civil conflict as more beneficial to their
interests, they may impose that group of rebels as the new leaders in a foreign rule mission.

31Arjona (2016) provides one example of how rebels groups can form and capture local institutions that
transition into government institutions following the cessation of hostilities. While not a case involving
foreign rule, the logic of wartime (or intervention time) institution building transferring to the post-conflict
order is consistent with my argument.
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this indicates strong institutions exist in the territory and pushes foreign rulers to carry out

leadership strategies rather than risking a risky institutional strategy that would encourage

greater armed resistance. Armed resistance capacity decreases the likelihood that the for-

eign ruler could achieve its goals through institutional strategies. Combined with the natural

preference of militaries to use leadership strategies, foreign rulers naturally gravitate towards

them.

The German foreign rule mission in Norway perfectly encapsulates how this mechanism

plays out. Recognizing the importance of Norway for controlling access to the North Atlantic,

Germany invaded Norway and imposed foreign rule. While Germany had used a successful

leadership strategy in Denmark and the Netherlands, in Norway the Nazi-imposed regime

faced significant resistance in a large part to the institutional change foisted upon them

(Lemkin 1944a, 208-213). After dissolving the parliament and attempting to force the King

to abdicate and abolish the monarchy, the German commissioner in charge of the Norway

thought that delegating power to a new government commission run by Vidkun Quisling

and the fascist Nasjonal Samling party facilitate for a similarly smooth transition to foreign

rule mission thereby allowing German troops to focus on other missions (Mazower 2008, 104-

105). However, the Germans soon found that Norway’s strong local institutional capacity

produced instead increased armed resistance for which the Germans were unprepared (Dahl

1999, 229-250). Rather than maintaining local institutions and operating a foreign rule

system similar to Denmark or the Netherlands, the destruction of current institutions in

Norway only increased the probability of armed resistance and forced Germany to reconsider

its overall strategy.

Overall, my theory predicts that local institutional strength is the main driver of for-

eign rule strategy through two distinct mechanisms, agent capacity and armed resistance.

Combining both mechanisms with the emphasis on local institutional strength creates two

distinct hypotheses:

H2: If the territory under foreign rule has relatively strong local political institutions, then

foreign rulers are more likely to use leadership strategies.

H3: If the territory under foreign rule has relatively weak local political institutions, foreign

rulers are more likely to use institutional strategies.
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Figure 3: Theory of Foreign Rule Strategy

Empirical Design & Quantitative Testing

In the rest of this paper, I employ an integrative multimethod research design where my

quantitative results build initial causal claims that are refined and challenged by the case

study selected from the quantitative results (Seawright 2016).32 Specifically for my theory,

different aspects of my arguments are best tested with different distinct methods. For de-

termining the correlation between foreign rulers’ choices of strategy and local institutional

strength across various contexts, quantitative testing is well suited. However, for testing my

claim that uncertainty prior to intervention inhibits strategic decisions and that strategies

are only determined after armed intervention allows the foreign ruler to survey local insti-

tutions, qualitative comparative case studies are best suited. Thus, I combine quantitative

analysis to test Hypotheses 2 and 3 across time and space to confirm my theory is not con-

tingent on a particular region or time period, while also testing Hypothesis 1 and my causal

mechanisms to ensure my argument comports with the historical process that unfolded.

This integrative multimethod research design builds on what Lieberman (2005) calls

nested analysis. Nested analysis has two distinct steps: first quantitatively testing the broad

contours of the argument and testing Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3, before, second, selecting

cases the regression model predicts accurately, also known as on-the-line cases. On-the-line

cases in this model refer to cases that are correctly predicted by the regression model as

the foreign ruler is more or less likely to use an institutional strategies based on the actual

32Seawright (2016, 47) defines integrative multimethod research designs as“multimethod designs in which
two or more methods are carefully combined to support a single, unified causal inference. With such a design,
additional methods are used to test or reframe the assumptions behind the central causal inferencepotentially
opening the door to an improved overall causal inference.”
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strategy employed by the foreign ruler.33 Using on-the-line cases to determine whether

the quantitative results are actually driven by the hypothesized causal variables through

process tracing fits with Goertz’s (2017) call to select cases in multimethod research that

focus on causal mechanisms. As he argues, this is “the idea behind multimethod research

to begin with: combining different causal inference strategies that can provide independent

support for a causal mechanism” (Goertz 2017, 58). An integrative multimethod research

design utilizing nested analysis combines the benefits of both quantitative and qualitative

methodologies, allowing each to complement the other and confirm different aspects of my

causal story, while working together to find unified support for the complete theory.34

Data Collection

Before engaging in quantitative testing of my theory presented in Chapter 3, I needed to

collect data on foreign rule missions and their strategies from 1898 onward. To do this, I

constructed an original dataset that identifies the universe of foreign rule cases from 1898

to 2015, 160 in all, whereby I also code the foreign ruler’s strategy for each case. How did

this coding occur? After initially collecting a list of potential cases of foreign rule from

these sources, I examined each case in depth to ensure they met my definition of foreign

rule, namely whether the foreign ruler use military force to assume sovereign authority over

the territory, and did not intend or attempt to incorporate the territory into their existing

domestic state.35 The remaining 160 cases that fit the definition of foreign rule are listed

in Appendix 1. Figure 4 presents graphically the distribution of cases across time. The

histogram shows a steady trend of foreign rule across all time periods since 1898, with large

punctuated spikes where we would expect them, namely the World War periods and a small

rise during the post-Cold War years.

33Given I use logistic regression below with a binary dependent variable, the idea of a regression line is
transformed to imply higher and lower probabilities of one outcome of the binary variable.

34To increase my claims of causal inference, I use a matched on-the-line case to carry out a structured
paired comparison using a most-similar case design in Appendix IV. As Tarrow (2010, 244) explains, “paired
comparison does have an analytical baseline, eliminating the possibility that the dependent variable can have
occurred even in the absence of the independent variable, thus significantly increasing the inferential power
of the design over the single-case study.” When using matching, the structured paired comparison is akin to
Mill’s (1872) method of difference or Przeworski and Teune’s (1970) most-similar design. Here I match the
Mexico case with another that is similar in almost all respects except for my key independent variable, local
institutional strength.

35 This included all cases of military occupation listed by Edelstein (2008), Lemkin (1944b), Marcum (2015)
and Collard-Wexler (2013), all FIRCs listed by Downes and Monten (2013), Downes and O’Rourke (2016),
Peic and Reiter (2011) and Lo, Hashimoto and Reiter (2008), all regime impositions by Gunitsky (2017) and
Owen IV (2010), all trusteeships and international territorial administrations highlighted by Chesterman
(2005) and Wilde (2010), all mandates and trusts issued by the United Nations and League of Nations, and
many other sources of original research.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Foreign Rule Cases Across Time

Dependent Variable

After creating the complete list of foreign rule cases, I move to code my dependent variable

of interest, foreign rule strategy in every case identified. To do this, I created a dichotomous

variable coded zero for a leadership strategy and one for an institutional strategy through

systematic coding of the strategy utilized by the foreign ruler for all cases identified above.

For every case, I relied upon a minimum of three distinct sources to confirm my coding.

In some cases, determining the actual strategy implemented was difficult as the intended or

preferred strategy ex ante was different than the strategy imposed. Thus, I followed a coding

rule of only examining the actual actions of the foreign ruler on the ground, highlighting the

characteristics of both leadership and institutional strategies defined in Chapter 2. The

discussions of the strategy in historical memory and even in policy meetings in the foreign

ruler’s capital matter much less than the foreign military’s actual actions on the ground.

Cases where the foreign ruler directly imposed new institutions were coded as institutional

strategies regardless of the foreign ruler’s initial goals. The opposite is true for leadership

strategies, where if the foreign ruler directly imposed new leaders and did not impose new

institutions then the strategy was coded as leadership. Figure 5 below highlights the distri-

bution of foreign rule strategies across time, with noticeable spikes during the World War

periods and the post-Cold War period as noted above. The solid bars represent institutional

strategies while the outlines represent institutional strategies. The largest spike of leadership
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strategies, perhaps predictably, occurs during the World War II and Post-World War II pe-

riod. This could indicate that there is a unique World War II effect at play, but throughout

the rest of the time period, the most utilized strategies changed over time.36

Figure 5: Distribution of Foreign Rule Strategies Across Time

Independent Variables

After coding my dependent variable, I move to construct my main independent variable of

interest, local institutional strength. It is important to note that local institutional strength is

not directly observable. Local territories and foreign rulers do not have a set indicator for how

strong their local institutions are and the bureaucratic capacity they possess. While many

have argued that strong local institutions are an important facet of politics and governance,

there is not one defined measure that is accepted to directly correspond to the capacity

of local institutions. Depending on one’s conception, different measures might correspond

to different aspects of local institutional strength or capacity.37 Given my interest in the

power and capacity of local institutions to carry out the missions they are given from their

36Noting this, I look to isolate the World War II period as a robustness check below to make sure there
is not a unique effect driving my results. I discuss the challenges of measuring institutional strength in the
World War II and Post-World War II periods below as well.

37Hendrix (2010) convincingly lays out how different conceptions of state capacity can lead to different
indicators and meanings of the concept. His work utilizing factor analysis to test these different assumptions
and measure the latent characteristics of capacity is a useful mindset to build upon. In addition, many
existing measures of local institutional capacity are forward facing and do not possess data of institutional
capacity beyond 1960 at the earliest, with most measures only going back to the 1990s.
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sovereign authority, I use two distinct strategies to rectify this deficiency and estimate local

institutional strength and a coercive bureaucratic apparatus. This includes first turning to

a portfolio of proxy variables and then second using latent variable modeling to confirm

results that local institutional strength is driving my results and not choice of measure for

the concept.

First, I code and utilize five possible proxy variables for local institutional strength that

extend back to 1898: tax ratios, primary education rates, urbanization, railroad length, and

state antiquity. Each of these variables have been argued at different points by different

scholars to proxy local institutional capacity and represent the capacity of local institutions

to carry out various goals of the centralized power in the territory. Unsurprisingly, the

proliferation of many potential proxy variables for this concept has also produced many

critiques for each possible proxy variable. Rather than trying to take a defined stance in

the debate over which variables are the best proxy for local institutional strength, I instead

opt for a portfolio approach, where I look to use a host of variables to help provide stronger

evidence that local institutional strength predicts foreign rule strategy regardless of the proxy

variable chosen. This provides good evidence that selection of a specific proxy variable is not

driving my results, but the underlying local institutional strength in a territory that helps

generate the values for each proxy variable in the portfolio is driving my results.

How do these proxy variables indicate higher levels of local institutional strength? First,

the tax ratio variable measures the ratio of a territory’s tax revenue to its gross domestic

product (GDP), with higher ratios indicating higher extractive capacity of local governments

and institutions (Thies 2005).38 The logic behind using tax revenues as a measure for local

institutional strength is that the tax ratio indicates the capacity of local institutions in

extracting resources from their populations. Low tax ratios indicate an inability to administer

a tax extraction bureaucracy effectively, which many argue is essentially a proxy for weak

institutional capacity (Lieberman 2002). In addition, extracting taxes from local residents

requires the ability to track revenues across their populace and administrating a collection

organization, both of which require stronger institutions to manage the operation. When

tax extraction capacity of a territory increases, then, I argue that the strength of the local

institutions that helps manage that extraction are stronger. As Hendrix (2010, 283) states,

“revenue generation is not simply correlated with state capacity, it is its sine qua non: that

which the state must be able to do if any other goals are to be pursued.” The data for

this measure primarily comes from the International Historical Statistics (2013) and Global

38For earlier cases, this process was more difficult as both revenue data and GDP data were difficult to
find. As noted later, this was rectified using multiple imputation to increase the number of cases used in my
quantitative models.
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Financial Data (2010) databases with other individual sources as necessary.39

Second, the primary education rate, or the percentage of primary-aged children attending

primary school, provides an additional proxy for local institutional strength. Managing a

primary education infrastructure requires an expansive bureaucracy and managerial capac-

ity to not only administer the education policy of the state, but also create the capacity to

ensure children do in fact attend school. Indeed, “mass education is a large-scale, admin-

istratively challenging task, involving the creation of extensive physical infrastructure, the

training and allocation of teachers, and the ability to reach a population” that is scattered

across the territory (Kurtz 2013, 12). The establishment of compulsory schooling indicates

the bureaucracy and administration of local institutions possess the capacity to compel these

choices and manage a successful organization. As the primary school rate increases, this cor-

responds to an increase in a territory’s education infrastructure and bureaucracy, indicating

the current strength of local institutions and its infrastructural power. The measure I utilize

for primary education builds on Barro and Lee (1996) and UNESCO (2016) data and is

imputed in the Coppedge et al. (2016) dataset.

Third, many argue GDP per capita can serve as a sound proxy for development and

strength of a territory’s economy, and by proxy, governing institutions.40 However, GDP

measures are often not calculated for territories under foreign rule and rarely before 1945.41

Given the limitations in coverage for the GDP per capita measure, I instead turn to use the

urbanization measure in the V-Dem dataset (Coppedge et al. 2016) that is highly correlated

with GDP per capita.42 Urbanization is the ratio of population living in urban centers

to a territory’s overall population. If a territory possesses a large urban population, the

urbanization measure is high. This largely corresponds to the economic development of the

39Gathering tax ratio (and other) data posed a special challenge for certain countries that experienced
foreign rule in the immediate aftermath of World War II. Due to the nature of total war experienced by
the defeated powers, the institutional environments encountered by foreign rulers after victory were often
vastly different from the pre-war and even pre-defeat periods (Edelstein 2008). Indicators and data for this
period largely either reflect the last gasp of the major powers mobilizing their forces to push for victory or
alternatively the data is missing until the foreign rule mission is in place and can begin reporting economic
statistics once again. In this case, I use the data from the UN’s economic report on postwar Europe to
capture this unique period (Economic Survey of Europe in 1948 1949). However, to ensure this does not
bias my results in actuality, I run additional quantitative models that exclude the World War II and postwar
cases to make sure this period and coding decision is not biasing my results.

40If institutions are strong, then economic growth is more likely to occur due to the protection of business
interests and private property rights. For an overview of this argument see: Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson
(2005), North (1989, 1991), Rodrik (2000) and Acemoglu (2005).

41The exception is the widely cited Maddison (2005) dataset, but even in this case, the data rarely exists
for territories under foreign rule. In any case, I use the Maddison (2005) GDP per capita measure as an
additional control variable in Appendix II.

42A correlation coefficient of over eighty percent in comparing both indicators in the full V-Dem sample
of all countries since 1900. This provides sound evidence that urbanization and GDP per capita are highly
correlated and urbanization serves as a sound means to measure economic capacity of a territory.
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territory as areas with higher levels of rural population are often more agricultural and less

developed economically. Thus, the urbanization variable largely corresponds to the local

territory’s pre-existitng level of development prior to foreign rule and institutional strength

that contributed to that development.43

Fourth, railroad length is another common metric some that some have used as a proxy for

state capacity and state-led infrastructural development(Goodwin 2001). The logic behind

using railroad length as proxy for state strength is multifaceted. A large railway infrastruc-

ture can indicate a local government’s ability to extend their rule across their territory and

reach and control various far outposts of their territory (Herbst 2000). This was crucial

as “railways permitted the central state to effectively project force throughout the national

territory” (Kurtz 2013, 15). In addition, more rail infrastructure is indicative of higher lev-

els of private investment, development, and industrialization, all factors that are associated

with stronger local institutions. As Kurtz (2013, 15) claims “creating a national railway grid

entailed creating a state strong and credible enough to obtain either massive direct foreign

investment or credit on a similar scale.” Thus, rail infrastructure can serve as a proxy for

the current development of local institution strength and the bureaucracy necessary to cre-

ate and manage transportation infrastructure. To measure total rail infrastructure, I rely

upon the CHAT database from Comin and Hobijn (2009) supplemented with records from

International Historical Statistics (2013) and my own research as needed.44

Finally, state antiquity, that is if a territory possesses state-like governmental institutions

throughout their history, they may have stronger local institutions in the present period.

Bockstette, Chanda and Putterman (2002) have examined the antiquity of certain states in

depth in their StateHist database where they code the presence of state-like institutions, or

above tribal-level institutions, in territories back to 1 AD.45 I use their normalized measure

which places the scores on a scale of 0 to 1, where 1 is the constant presence of local

institutions above tribal level since 1 AD and 0 is a complete absence. However, I approach

using this measure with caution as it’s relation to current institutional strength might not

be strong given the relatively high value for the first state in the database, Afghanistan.

However, the argument that the legacy of governmental institutions may correspond to

43Facing the same problem with coverage, Downes and Monten (2013) use a measure of energy production
as a proxy for economic development. Unfortunately, this is not coded for territories under foreign rule so
it omits many cases from analysis. However, in the appendix I have included it as another potential proxy
variable.

44I then use the ratio of rail length to total land area as bigger territories have more opportunities for
larger rail infrastructure. However, I also include the raw total length of railroads in the robustness checks
in Appendix 2.

45The StateHist database codes 39 half centuries and covers whether state-like institutions existed in the
territory, penalizes the score if the institutions were lead from abroad (for example colonial institutions),
and if the modern territory corresponded with the control of the institutions of the past.
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modern institutional strength does remain plausible.

Table 1: Summary statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N
Tax Ratio 12.153 8.298 0.103 47.611 131
Railroad Length (% of Area) 3.276 4.81 0 20.302 158
Urbanization 0.332 0.201 0.011 0.882 156
Primary School Enrollment 57.42 32.662 1.696 100 142
Historical Stateness 0.455 0.261 0.01 0.981 141

Second, in addition to the proxy variables listed above, I turn to another strategy for

capturing local institutional strength. After collecting the data on these five possible in-

dicators of local institutional strength, I also use latent variable modeling to construct an

index of local institutional strength that can capture the underlying latent variable based

on the values of the proxies. This is not an unusual step. Treier and Jackman (2008) argue

that for many variables of interest in political science, direct measures of political concepts

are impossible to create as their social nature makes direct measurement difficult. Instead,

latent variable models are useful as they use proxy variables to construct indexes of these

social concepts and can illuminate measures of the underlying latent variable. Indeed, many

scholars have previously have used various types of latent variable models to construct in-

dexes of state capacity, institutional strength, political capacity, and other related concepts

(Arbetman-Rabinowitz and Johnson 2008, Hanson and Sigman 2013, Hendrix 2010). How-

ever the most expansive of these latent variables that are similar to my conceptualization of

local institutional strength only extends back to 1960. While this latent variable modeling

procedure will have fewer inputs than the other latent variables listed above due to data

limitation, it will have a more expansive reach temporally. To construct my latent variable

measure, I use exploratory factor analysis (Fabrigar and Wegener 2011) to create an index of

local institutional strength, combining the portfolio of proxy variables to capture the dimen-

sions in which they are similar. In this case, I use EFA with principal components factors on

the tax ratio, primary education rate, railroad, state antiquity, and urbanization variables

to create a new index of local institutional strength.46

After using EFA on the five proxy variables listed above, two factors had a eigenvalue

over 1, with an eigenvalues of 2.55 and 1.13 respectively. After using orthogonal varimax

rotation, the variance of the components was 2.49 and 1.22. Table 2 presents the rotated

component scores, and illustrates the loadings that comprise my latent local institutional

46One other benefit of using EFA or latent variable modeling is the resulting variables are not bounded
by any value, and range theoretically infinitely. This allows for easier modeling and interpretation where
increases in the value of the resulting latent variable can be easily interpreted in the regression models.
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Table 2: Exploratory Factor Analysis, Rotated Factors

Variable Component 1 Component 2 Uniqueness KMO Value
Tax Ratio 0.6265 -0.5385 0.3176 0.7408

Primary School Enrollment 0.8692 0.0398 0.2430 0.7483

Urbanization 0.8535 0.1225 0.2566 0.7410

Railroad Length (% of Area) 0.7557 0.4319 0.2424 0.7344

State Antiquity 0.1978 0.8536 0.2322 0.6017

Table 3: Summary of Factors

Factor Eigenvalue Proportion Cumulative Minimum Maximum

Factor 1 2.5528 0.5106 0.5106 -1.6684 2.7327

Factor 2 1.1306 0.2311 0.7416 -3.3705 1.7212

strength index. Looking at the components, Component 1 largely is comprised of loadings

from the tax ratio, primary school enrollment, and urbanization variables, indicating it is

a components comprised of bureaucratic and institutional strength I argue. The second

component, on the other hand, is largely comprised of loadings from the state antiquity

and railroad length measures, indicating a component of long run state history rather than

focused on institutional strength. Thus, I argue component 1 largely corresponds to institu-

tional strength, my main independent variable of interest, and component 2 corresponds to

state legacy and history.47 Table 3 belows describes the two resulting latent variables and

the summary statistics to illustrate the distribution throughout the data.

Control Variables

In addition to my independent variables of interest, I also collected data on control variables.

First, a few geographic characteristics of the territory might make utilizing certain strategies

of foreign rule more complicated or alternatively make it more difficult to build strong local

institutions. Area of the local territory is simply the total size of the territory controlled by

the foreign ruler (Haber and Menaldo 2011). If the area is of the territory is bigger, it requires

47After examining the empirical analysis below, this makes even more sense as the three variables that
comprise component 1 are significant in models more frequently than the other two measures. While at
this point I am not confident in the link between railroad infrastructure and state history, given the weak
relationship in the resulting regression models these results are not surprising.
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more infrastructure and organization to control, and presents more difficulties in controlling

all aspects of the territory (Herbst 2000). To control for the size of the territory, I use

the total square kilometers (measured in thousands of square kilometers). Ruggedness is a

measure of how ‘rugged’ the territory under foreign rule. Ruggedness could effect the foreign

rule strategy and the existing level of institutional strength by making it more difficult for the

foreign ruler or local government to extend their domination into the harsh environment.48

I use the the ruggedness measure from Shaver, Carter and Shawa (2016) that measures the

elevation change in every 1 kilometer grid in the territory to illuminate how inhospitable

the local terrain is. Following their recommendation, I use the standard deviation of their

ruggedness measure for the local territory to proxy how inhospitable the area is for both the

local government and the foreign ruler’s troops.49

In addition to geographic factors, I also control for the local territory’s level of democ-

racy to test whether pre-existing levels of democracy in the territory affect the strategy

implemented. I use the innovative V-Dem measure of electoral democracy that codes for

all periods of limited sovereignty for all territories since 1900 (Coppedge et al. 2016).50 The

level of local democracy could matter for the foreign ruler and make the foreign ruler more

or less likely to use certain strategies to change or maintain democratic institutions. Some

have also argued that democracy requires stronger stronger state institutions, so its inclusion

along with the measures of local institutional strength can also check to see which of these

measures is truly driving the relationship between foreign rule strategy and local institutional

strength (Bäck and Hadenius 2008).

Second, I include multiple control variables that are unit-level factors affecting the foreign

ruler itself. Noting that institutional strategies often require higher levels of military force

and cost, I include the Correlates of War national material capabilities index, also known at

CINC, where higher CINC scores indicate higher levels of material strength (Singer 1988).51

If strong foreign rulers prefer to use institutional strategies (or only strong foreign rulers use

institutional strategies), then the coefficient in the models below should be positive. Second,

48See Fearon and Laitin (2003) for the canonical study discussing this relationship. Additionally Shaver,
Carter and Shawa (2016) provides a good literature review of the various effects rugged terrain has on local
capacity.

49See Shaver, Carter and Shawa’s (2016) replication of Miguel, Satyanath and Sergenti (2004) to see the
benefits of using this ruggedness measure.

50Other measures of democracy often do not code periods of limited sovereignty to determine how demo-
cratic local institutions. Their logic is that since the local community is not in control of their own political
institutions, they do not qualify as an independent state to code. Coppedge et al. (2017) lists all of the time
periods and territories coded by the V-Dem measures of electoral democracy.

51Given that the CINC data does not include measures for most territories when under foreign rule, I am
not able to construct a CINC-ratio to measure difference in levels of power between local territories and the
foreign ruler.
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utilizing the same V-Dem measure above, I also include the democracy level of the foreign

ruler to test whether more democratic foreign rulers have different preferences for foreign rule

strategy than less-democratic foreign rulers.52 In addition, I also include the absolute value

of the difference between the foreign ruler’s and local territories level of democracy to test

Owen IV’s (2010) proposition of a preference for institutional strategies when the difference

in governing ideology is high.53 Finally, in some models I include dummy variables for certain

great powers throughout history, namely the United States and the Soviet Union, along with

a dummy variable for a UN-led operation. This is test whether there are certain foreign ruler

specific effects.

Finally, I include a few control variables that contextualize the foreign rule mission. First,

noting that a time trend might exist in the prevalence of certain foreign rule strategies, I

include the year the foreign rule mission started as a control variable.54 This could also

help control for historical trends in terms of what strong institutions looks like in 1905

compared to 1995. It also could correspond to trends in foreign ruler preferences where

certain strategies are preferred in different time periods. Second, I include regional dummy

variables in certain models to test whether there are any regional effects in the strategy

foreign rulers’ employ. In addition, this can also control for any region-wide effects in the

development of institutional strength. Finally, I include the distance between the foreign

ruler and the local territory as another possible context that impacts the foreign rule mission.

Distance could conceivably affect of the foreign ruler the ability to project force, limiting

the potential strategies available.55 This data largely comes from the Gleditsch and Ward

(2001) database of geographic distance.

Empirical Testing

To test my hypotheses discussed above, I use logistic regression with robust standard errors

(Long 1997).56 The results are reported in the subsequent tables. Since my main dependent

52Since including both the foreign ruler’s level of democracy and the democracy difference between the
foreign ruler and local territory is co-linear, I can only include one as a control in the models at a time.
Thus, in Appendix 2 I include multiple models where the level of democracy of the foreign ruler replaces the
democracy difference variable.

53Owen IV (2010) argues that foreign regime change (or institutional strategies) occur when there is a
transnational struggle over proper way to govern and organize governments. Hence, if he is correct, we should
see democratic foreign rulers and autocratic foreign rulers using institutional strategies when the difference
in democracy level is high.

54I normalize this variable to 0 at 1898 and 117 at 2015 to keep the coefficients intelligible.
55However, I suspect this has a much large effect on the choice to intervene in the first place rather than

the strategy implemented.
56However, given that I have fewer that 500 cases, I also run ordinary least squares regression as a

robustness check in Appendix II using the linear probability model to ensure my results are robust and not
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Table 4: Control Variable Summary Statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N
Area (Thousands of Square Kilometers) 767.465 2676.569 0.021 22100 160
Ruggedness 133.366 80.008 9.343 365.54 159
Democracy (V-Dem) 0.231 0.195 0.012 0.883 148
Democracy (Foreign Ruler) 0.482 0.292 0.071 0.959 160
Democracy Difference 0.339 0.255 0.002 0.848 148
CINC (Foreign Ruler) 0.113 0.104 0 0.381 158
Distance (km) 3374.456 3202.618 136 14478 149

variable is coded 0 for leadership strategies and 1 for institutional strategies, positive coeffi-

cients indicate that the increases in the value of the variable make leadership strategies less

likely and institutional strategies more likely. Negative coefficients, conversely, indicate that

increases in the variable make leadership strategies more likely and institutional strategies

less likely. If my hypotheses hold true, we should see the proxy variables and my index for

local institutional strength with significant negative coefficients indicating higher levels of

institutional strength make leadership strategies more likely. As the models below illustrate,

this relationship holds and is robust across various model specifications.

Table 5 presents the first six logistic regression models including each of the five possible

proxy variables for local institutional strength alone as well as the horse race model. Initially,

I find strong support that tax ratios, primary school enrollment, and urbanization all confirm

my hypotheses that the foreign rule strategy implemented by the foreign ruler is correlated

with local institutional strength in Model 2, Model 4, and Model 5. The coefficients of

these three proxy variables is significant and negative in their stand-alone models, indicating

that higher values in each all contribute to a smaller likelihood of a foreign ruler using

an institutional strategy. This implies that when tax revenue capacity, primary education

infrastructure, and the level of urbanization are low, then the probability that a foreign ruler

will use an institutional strategy is greatly increased. Conversely, when the tax revenue

capacity, the primary education bureaucracy, and level of urbanization is higher, foreign

rulers are much more likely to turn to use leadership strategies.57 The railroad length and

state antiquity variables were not significant in any of the models, indicating that the legacy

of state-like organizations in a territory and the length of railroad infrastructure in a country

the result of sub-optimal likelihood maximization. Sub-optimal likelihood maximization can occur when
the MLE process does not have enough cases to maximize the log likelihood function. However, given the
relatively low number of iterations utilized for my models, I do not think this is an issue.

57When included the limited GDP per capita measure in the models ran in Table 20 in Appendix 2, the
results for urbanization no longer hold. However, GDP per capita itself was never a significant predictor of
foreign rule strategy.
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Table 5: Logistic Regression Results (Robust Standard Errors)

Model Model Model Model Model Model
1 2 3 4 5 6

Tax Ratio -0.1314∗∗ -0.1487∗∗∗

(0.0504) (0.0433)

Railroad Length (% of Area) 0.0069 -0.1210
(0.0904) (0.0656)

Primary School Enrollment -0.0110 -0.0278∗∗

(0.0146) (0.0096)

Urbanization -1.4960 -3.0767∗

(2.5117) (1.5457)

Historical Stateness -0.6830 -1.1866
(1.3008) (0.8628)

Democracy (V-Dem) -0.6131 -1.8302 -1.7466 0.1462 -1.3720 -1.9921
(1.9394) (1.2315) (1.2373) (1.4338) (1.2662) (1.1695)

Democracy Difference -1.4506 -0.5542 -1.4540 -1.7502 -0.9591 -1.6383
(1.2617) (1.0672) (0.9075) (1.0324) (0.9291) (0.9165)

Ruggedness 0.0028 0.0031 0.0020 0.0032 0.0023 0.0048
(0.0044) (0.0029) (0.0024) (0.0026) (0.0025) (0.0026)

CINC (Foreign Ruler) 0.1638 -1.5077 -2.6112 -1.1176 -2.7987 -4.0709
(2.9357) (2.3999) (2.3239) (2.5428) (2.5780) (2.2700)

Year 0.0149 0.0107 -0.0031 0.0135 0.0034 -0.0036
(0.0144) (0.0104) (0.0082) (0.0097) (0.0090) (0.0092)

Area -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001
(0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

Distance (km) 0.0003∗∗ 0.0002∗ 0.0002∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗ 0.0004∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

Constant 0.8481 0.3482 0.3326 -0.3896 0.3774 -0.0681
(1.3035) (0.9640) (0.6889) (0.7999) (0.7166) (0.8257)

Observations 103 115 133 122 131 125
Pseudo R2 0.305 0.238 0.162 0.210 0.182 0.171

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figure 6: Marginal Effects of Local Institutional Strength Proxies
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was not a predictor of foreign rule strategy compared to other indicators of local institutional

strength in the modern era.58 When including all of the proxy variables in Model 1, only the

tax ratio variable retained its significance, indicating that tax revenue capacity might be the

best proxy for local institutional strength and can effectively predict the likelihood of using

an institutional strategy.

Looking at the controls, interestingly ruggedness of the local terrain and the size of the

territory are not significant in every model. This presents good evidence that institutional

factors rather than geographic factors drive strategic considerations of foreign rule strategy.

Similarly, the level of democracy in the local territory and the difference between the foreign

ruler’s and local territory’s level of democracy is not significant in any of the models. This

implies that the level of democracy in a foreign territory does not impact the choice of

foreign rule strategy when controlling for institutional strength. The one control variable

that is significant in every model above is the distance between the foreign ruler and the

local territory. In all six of the models, the coefficient for distance between the foreign ruler

and the local territory is positive and significant, indicating that as the distance increases

between the two, foreign rulers are more likely to use institutional strategies. One possible

interpretation of this result is that it indicates the foreign ruler’s ability to carry out foreign

rule missions far from home, which implies a higher level of power projection capacity. While

the CINC variable is never significant, the amount of resources it takes to undertake and

armed intervention at great distance from home is quite high, indicating that this could be a

good proxy for military power and only perhaps powerful states are more capable of carrying

out institutional strategies.

While the results of these models are interesting, the coefficients themselves are largely

meaningless without illustrating the tangible effects they have on foreign rule strategy. To

test the substantive effects of the variables above, I calculate the marginal effects of the

variables and plot the changes in probability of using an institutional strategy based on

changes in institutional strength. The results in Figure 6 indicate that changes in the proxy

variables for institutional strength present large swings in the probabilities of engaging in an

institutional strategy. Looking at Model 2 for instance, in a territory with a pre-foreign rule

tax ratio of 5 percent, there is a greater than 60 percent probability of using an institutional

strategy, where that probability drops to 20 percent when the tax ratio is 20 percent.

Given the strong initial results between the proxy variables and foreign rule strategy, I

test the local institutional strength index. Table 6 presents the results of similar logistic

regression models along with results from a variety of additional specifications. In all five

58In Appendix 2, I use the gross railroad length variable rather than railroad length as a percentage of
total area to see if there are any different results. I find there are none.
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of the models presented, the institutional strength index is strongly significant and heavily

negative. This indicates that as the level of institutional strength increases, the likelihood

of enacting an institutional strategy heavily decreases. This is confirmed by the marginal

effects plots in Figure 7. For instance, moving from an institutional strength level of -1 to 1

would reduce the probability of engaging in an institutional strategy from over 80 percent to

under 20 percent, a 75 percent reduction in probability. Aggregated together, this indicates

that local institutional strength is a good predictor of foreign rule strategy.59 In Model 10

and Model 11, I test whether World War II has a unique set of circumstances that may be

biasing my results. In order to ensure my results are not unique to this time period, I re-ran

the analyses excluding the World War II years (Model 10) and then again using only the

World War II years (Model 11). The results remain stable and confirm that the relationship

between local institutional strength and foreign rule strategy is robust across time periods

and regions.60

Looking at the control variables in this set of models, we find that the Year and CINC

variables are significant in some of the models. Since the distance between territories is

not included as a control here, I argue this shows the previous result is capturing a power

dynamic. In addition, the Year variable provides some evidence that institutional strategies

are becoming more common but this a weak effect and is dropped when the UN dummy

variable in included. As expected, the UN is more likely to use institutional strategies than

other foreign rulers, albeit this is largely a selection process in the types of interventions the

UN involves itself with. The US and the Soviet Union however are not more or less likely

than other foreign rulers to use institutional strategies. Finally, the positive and significant

coefficient for the Middle East region indicates that compared to other regions, foreign rule

missions in the Middle East were more likely to feature institutional strategies.61 However,

when I include the foreign ruler specific dummy variables in the next model this effect no

longer appears, casting doubt on whether this result is meaningful.

It is important to note that in each of the models above, data availability has curtailed

59State legacy, the second component from my EFA model, is never significant in any model specification
as expected.

60The World War II era was unique in the large number of foreign rule missions carried out in a short
period of time, yet the relationship between institutional strength and the foreign rule strategy used before,
during, and after this period remains robust. This is evidence that the World War II period is not unique
and my theory can help explain cases of foreign rule during this period as well as the cases in different time
periods and locales. More importantly, this is evidence that my quantitative results are not solely driven by
the World War II period. There is not a unique effect of the destruction of institutions following the total
war of World War II and confirms that the dynamics undertaken during this period largely correspond to
trends that hold across history.

61Given historical arguments about the level of state weakness in the Middle East, this makes good sense
according to my theory (Anderson 1987, Lu and Thies 2013, Lustick 1997).
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Table 6: EFA Logistic Regression Results (Robust Standard Errors)

Model Model Model Model 10 Model 11
7 8 9 (Non-WWII) (WWII)

Institutional Strength (Factor 1) -1.5876∗∗∗ -1.9667∗∗∗ -2.0001∗∗ -1.7861∗∗∗ -1.7550∗∗

(0.3086) (0.5109) (0.6149) (0.4935) (0.6334)

State Legacy (Factor 2) 0.4710 0.5664 0.4513 0.4159 1.1453
(0.2809) (0.4475) (0.4936) (0.3342) (0.8313)

Democracy (V-Dem) -0.3812 -0.8655 -0.7243 1.8061 -0.3987
(1.2138) (1.5071) (1.9142) (2.2698) (2.2146)

Democracy Difference -0.2280 1.2340 -0.3080 1.0057 -3.0499
(1.0673) (1.2235) (1.5877) (1.3836) (1.9183)

Ruggedness -0.0014 -0.0075 -0.0083 0.0011 -0.0081
(0.0033) (0.0046) (0.0052) (0.0045) (0.0072)

CINC (Foreign Ruler) 5.9343∗ 2.7110 -0.5519 8.4299∗ -0.3202
(2.3458) (3.3698) (4.0354) (3.8489) (4.7485)

Year 0.0289∗∗ 0.0396∗∗ 0.0209 0.0308∗∗ 0.4826
(0.0096) (0.0151) (0.0163) (0.0103) (0.3138)

Area -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0001 0.0009
(0.0001) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0012)

Latin America 0.8332 -0.6031
(1.1321) (1.6365)

Africa -1.9770 -1.7960
(1.6552) (1.7565)

Middle East -2.3490∗ -1.5510
(1.1765) (1.2124)

Asia 2.7325 2.8759
(1.7560) (1.8529)

US 2.1765
(1.3402)

Soviet 0.6900
(1.0054)

UN 2.4698∗

(1.0235)

Constant -2.3215∗ -1.7266 -0.7286 -4.1269∗∗ -20.3424
(0.9091) (1.1230) (1.1372) (1.4070) (14.1443)

Observations 112 108 108 72 41
Pseudo R2 0.242 0.366 0.421 0.277 0.395

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figure 7: Marginal Effects of Local Institutional Strength Index- EFA Models
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Figure 8: Marginal Effects of Local Institutional Strength Proxies - Multiple Imputation
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Variable Total Missing Missing Percentage
Tax Ratio 29 18.12 %

Primary School Enrollment 18 11.25 %

Urbanization 4 2.50 %

Railroad Length 2 1.25 %

State Antiquity 19 11.88 %

Table 7: Missing Data

utilizing my full universe of cases of foreign rule. Depending on the variables included, up

to 29 cases or over eighteen percent of the full universe of cases are excluded in my analysis.

For instance, the tax revenue data for Mongolia in 1919 do not exist and causes the case to

be dropped from my analysis when including the tax ratio measure. Table 5 illustrates the

extent of missing data. To ensure eliminating these cases through listwise deletion does not

change my analysis, I turn to the suggestion from Lall (2016) and use multiple imputation

to help with the missing data in my dataset and retest my analyses. I impute the data for

the five main institutional strength proxy variables(tax ratios, railroad length, urbanization,

and primary school enrollment) using 100 draws of a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

method to impute the missing values. After imputation, I re-run each of the models with the

imputed data and find that the results remain largely the same. The results are presented

in Table 8 and Figure 9.62

Taken together, these results indicate that with different model specifications, different

proxy variables for local institutional strength, different methods for dealing with missing

data, and throughout different time periods since 1898, there is a strong, robust relationship

between local institutional strength and foreign rule strategy. However, simply noting this

relationship is robust across time and place is only the first step in confirming my complete

theoretical story. The role uncertainty plays in the strategic decision-making process, a

crucial element of my theory, cannot be tested quantitatively. The case I selected from

my results was the American foreign rule mission in Mexico. I selected this case for two

reasons. First, it was correctly predicted by the logistic regression model as being less likely

62 This is notable given most of the imputed cases that use institutional strategies, and given the rela-
tionship established between weak institutions and missing data (Hanson and Sigman 2013), the previous
sample used in Table 6 and Table 7 provides a more stringent and difficult test to my hypotheses, rather than
inflating my sample with cases that are known to possess weak institutions. However, simple substituting
minimum values for missing data in my dataset is imprecise and perhaps not always justifiable, especially
with the time trends in the data.
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Table 8: Multiple Imputed Logistic Regression Results (Robust Standard Errors)

Model Model Model Model Model Model
18 19 20 21 22 23

Tax Ratio -0.0947∗ -0.0981∗∗

(0.0379) (0.0341)

Railroad Length (% of Area) 0.0044 -0.0829
(0.0686) (0.0553)

Primary School Enrollment -0.0046 -0.0174∗

(0.0113) (0.0080)

Urbanization -0.8381 -2.5212
(1.7648) (1.3822)

Historical Stateness -0.8793 -0.8062
(0.9823) (0.7922)

Democracy (V-Dem) -1.3686 -1.9644 -1.2996 -0.6739 -0.8698 -1.8548
(1.2629) (1.0377) (1.0010) (1.0907) (1.0221) (0.9526)

Ruggedness 0.0025 0.0020 0.0018 0.0024 0.0017 0.0038
(0.0028) (0.0022) (0.0022) (0.0021) (0.0022) (0.0022)

CINC (Foreign Ruler) -4.5138 -5.4678∗∗ -4.8526∗ -4.5236∗ -4.3292 -6.1032∗∗

(2.4867) (2.1019) (2.3236) (2.2393) (2.4403) (2.1092)

Year 0.0080 0.0054 -0.0017 0.0071 0.0044 -0.0009
(0.0093) (0.0077) (0.0065) (0.0072) (0.0072) (0.0067)

Area -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

Distance (km) 0.0002∗∗ 0.0002∗∗ 0.0002∗∗ 0.0002∗∗ 0.0002∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

Constant 1.3325 0.9031 0.1285 0.1119 0.2318 0.0766
(0.8103) (0.6916) (0.5855) (0.5829) (0.6016) (0.6407)

Observations 160 160 160 160 160 160
Imputations (MCMC) 100 100 100 100 100 100

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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to feature an institutional strategy, which is surprising given traditionally thinking around

Woodrow Wilson’s interventionist foreign policy in Latin America.63 Second, it also allowed

me to match on all relevant indicators besides local institutional strength with the American

foreign rule mission in the Dominican Republic that is traced in Appendix IV.64 Being able

to match two on-the-line cases on relevant alternative indicators provides good evidence that

the process tracing I engage in is actually tracing my hypothesized causal story and not any

alternative arguments. Thus, in the next section I build on my quantitative results to trace

the role of uncertainty and my causal mechanisms in the American mission of foreign rule

in Mexico in 1914.

Wilsonian Foreign Rule in Mexico

Since its victory in the Spanish-American War, the United States increased its assertive

behavior throughout Latin America as it fully embraced its status as a regional hegemon.

This included a variety of foreign policy tools, but foreign rule proved to be an attractive

form of foreign policy for American decision-makers. Throughout the first three decades of

the 1900s, the United States placed territories as diverse as Cuba, Honduras, Nicaragua,

El Salvador, Costa Rica, and Haiti under their control for differing economic and strategic

reasons. Under Presidents McKinley, Roosevelt, and Taft, American foreign policy behavior

in the region evolved to become concerned with the growing potential of European expansion

into the Caribbean, potentially threatening American security interests (Desch 1993, 25-28).

Thus, the strategic interests of the United States, coupled with concerns of economic

instability in the surrounding areas made foreign rule an attractive policy option for vari-

ous American administrations. Prior to Woodrow Wilson taking office, the United States

had already undertaken missions of foreign rule in Cuba, Honduras, and Nicaragua, with

Presidents Roosevelt and Taft utilizing their unique forms of foreign policy, ‘big stick’ and

‘dollar diplomacy’ respectively, to justify foreign rule in each territory.65 However, while the

63The logistic regression model predicts that Mexico has under a 40 percent probability of using an
institutional strategy while for the Dominican Republic the was much higher at over 60 percent. The actual
prediction varies based on the model used. This probability is much closer together due to the general weaker
nature of local institutions in the pre-World War II period. For instance, when restricting the sample to
just pre-World War II cases of foreign rule, the probability for an institutional strategy in the Dominican
Republic is predicted to be over 90 percent while the probability of the United States using a institutional
strategy in Mexico is around 30 percent.

64Both cases fit the criteria above, with the same foreign ruler, President, region, foreign interests, and
time period involved in each case. Even the distance between the countries, the only other consistently
strong control variable, was quite similar between Santo Domingo and Mexico City. The full case selection
metrics are presented in Appendix III.

65For more on Roosevelt’s Big Stick view of foreign policy see Ricard (2006) and Marks (1979). For more
on Taft’s Dollar Diplomacy see Munro (1964, 160-268) and Rosenberg (2003, 61-77).
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United States extended their domination across the region with great success, the foreign

rule strategies they utilized when imposing their rule varied immensely. While in some cases

the United States sought to replace leaders they deemed illegitimate or harmful to their

interests through leadership strategies as in Honduras, the United States also embarked on

lengthy occupations carrying out long projects of institutional building during this period,

as in Cuba.66

Upon his election, Wilson was adamant that he would no longer support policies of

‘Big Stick’ and ‘Dollar Diplomacy’ in the region, claiming he would break away from the

previous two decades of American foreign policy in Latin America (Link 1956, 277).67 And

yet, after his election, the same strategic and economic concerns were present in Latin

America, and he ended up turning to foreign rule missions in Latin America to achieve his

policy preferences as his predecessors had. Wilson was presented with continuing concerns

over the ongoing Mexican Revolution to his south. Hence, when Woodrow Wilson was

elected to the Presidency, an American tradition of intervention and foreign rule in Latin

America was already present, and the same concerns over strategic rivals and economic

instability pervaded the region. Thus even though Wilson entered the White House deriding

the previous two decades of American foreign policy in Latin America and claiming he possess

different goals for the region, he largely returned to similar tools of statecraft, foreign rule,

to achieve his strategic goals with his Latin American policy.

In the rest of this section, I trace my argument in three ways. First, I discuss how

uncertainty over local conditions in Mexico relegated strategic decision-making until after

intervention. Second, I walk through the initial intervention in Veracruz and illustrate how

the American military commanders assessed the local territory and determined the most

appropriate actions while waiting for decisions from Washington. Finally, through the lens

of both the agent capacity and armed resistance causal mechanisms, I examine the United

States’ strategic decision-making while setting up the foreign rule mission.

Mexico

Uncertainty and the Fog of Intervention

Since the beginning of the Mexican revolution in 1910, the United States followed events

on their southern border closely, concerned about how instability affected their security

66See Healy (1963) for more on the US foreign rule mission in Cuba and Munro (1964, 217-235) for more
on the US foreign rule mission in Honduras.

67Link (1956, 277) notes “In contrast to Roosevelt’s policy of ‘realism’ and Taft’s use of ‘Dollar Diplomacy’
in the Caribbean and the Far East, Wilson and Bryan promised a New Freedom abroad as well as at home
– a foreign policy of friendship based upon altruism rather than upon sheer considerations of national and
material interests.”
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and economic interests (Katz 1981).68 During his first years in office, President Wilson

was determined to ensure that the United States never recognized President Huerta as the

legitimate ruler of Mexico and find a way to remove him from power(Wilson 1979a, 4). Wilson

did not have a plan on how to replace Huerta, know who he would replace him with, or how

involved to get in the Mexican revolution.69 Uncertainty over local conditions in Mexico

worried Wilson as he plotted how best to oust Huerta. The inherent uncertainty in trying

to ascertain the current local conditions of Mexico was heightened during the revolutionary

period. During this time, Wilson openly lamented that “the trouble is that we don’t know

what is going on in Mexico” (Wilson 1979b). Wilson further admitted that getting a grasp

on the tenuous situation in Mexico was difficult, saying at times “Mexico is sui generis. I

do not know what to make of it. The apparent situation changes like quicksilver” (Wilson

1979c).

Reflecting the uncertainty the United States over local conditions in Mexico, Wilson

thought about many different plans for how to oust Huerta. At different points in this period,

Wilson considered a full scale invasion of Mexico City, a negotiated replacement, and/or

materially supporting one of the revolutionary factions (Katz 1981, 183-184). While various

options appealed at different times, Wilson knew that determining the correct strategy was

difficult. There was no pre-ordained decision for intervention, no off-the-shelf strategy for

how to impose US wishes on Mexico following any armed actions. Instead, the strategic

options and choices were left open as Wilson continued to prod and work out what current

conditions in Mexico led themselves towards.

As Huerta cemented Wilson’s commitment to regime change, Wilson turned to look for

local opposition movements that might be able to support his goals in Mexico. As expected,

Wilson sought to learn if opposition movements exist they could place in power and achieve

their goals. He wanted to determine the suitability and capacity for managing the country

of the opposition before committing to aid their cause and pursue armed intervention to

place them in power. Recognizing that they did not know the true state of play in Mexico

and could benefit from partnering with one of the revolutionary factions, Wilson sought

to treat with General Venustiano Carranza to see if supporting the Constitutionalist cause

might prove fruitful for American interests.70 Wilson instructed his advisers to treat with

68While not initially involved militarily in the revolution, in this early period some American actors
did involve themselves in Mexican domestic affairs, working with various leaders and factions to achieve
American interests in some cases, and facilitating continued instability in others. Most notably during this
period, Ambassador to Mexico Henry Lane Wilson was a major player in aiding General Victoriano Huerta’s
rise to power through his assassination of new Mexican President Madero during the La decena trágica.

69Wilson often commented that ”our friend Huerta is a diverting brute” who is ”so full of bravado, the
bravado of ignorance.” He went on to admit that ”one moment you long for his blood, and the next you find
yourself entertaining a sneaking admiration for his nerve” (Wilson 1979d).

70Under the Dı́az regime, Carranza was a municipal president in the state of Coahuila and a senator
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the Constitutionalist leader Carranza in an attempt to ascertain his motives and views of

American action, and to see whether he could clarify the current local conditions in Mexico.

Wilson and his advisers proposed to Carranza that coordinating a intervention with Car-

ranza’s faction of revolutionaries could prove a useful endeavor for both parties. Some even

went so far as to propose to partitioning Northern Mexico to Carranza (Katz 1981, 195).

When Carranza refused to endorse any American intervention plan, Wilson and Washington

rethought the plan so as to not anger both the revolutionaries and the current regime simul-

taneously.71 The Constitutionalists never sent clear signals about their intentions and goals,

worrying Wilson and leading him to send a message to the Constitutionalists explaining that

any potential future intervention was out of friendship not against Constitutionalist inter-

ests (Wilson 1979e). This left Wilson wondering whether Carranza could serve as a suitable

agent in Mexico and would work with the United States on reforming the Mexican states or

would he work against American interests?

By April 1914, after not being able to exercise the level of control over the revolutionaries,

the conservative land owners, or any real player in Mexico, Wilson became committed to

using US military action to influence events on the ground, he just needed an excuse to

launch his intervention (Katz 1981, 196). However with the uncertainty surrounding current

and future events in Mexico, what strategy the American forces would implement following

armed intervention was unknown. As my theory predicts, even though the choice to engage in

regime change was decided upon early in the Wilson administration, uncertainty prohibited

Wilson from ever deciding upon a consolidated strategy for foreign rule during the post-

regime change period. At different times, Wilson advocated peaceful diplomatic solutions,

leadership strategies and institutional strategies, all based on what his view of local Mexican

institutions were at that specific time. As my theory predicts, while the goals of regime

change were present, the strategic decisions on what to do to achieve those goals after armed

intervention were still undecided when a crisis emerged and armed intervention was launched

to respond to the developing crisis. Thus uncertainty over local-contexts hampered the

in the Mexican legislature. He was largely predicted to become governor of Coahuila in 1909 until Dı́az
unexpectedly did not support him in final race, contributing to Carranza’s move to support Madero is his
uprising against the Dı́az regime (Richmond 1983). Following Madero taking power from Dı́az’s, Carranza
did become Governor of Coahuila and moved to enact differing liberalizing reforms than Madero in the
Federal capital. Eventually Carranza and Madero had a falling out due to Carranza feeling Madero was
compromising his reforms too much and allowing counter-revolutionaries and conservatives to regain too
much power (Katz 1981, 128-134). Once Madero was assassinated and Huerta installed himself as President,
Carranza moved to have Coahuila become in open rebellion against the Huerta regime and eventually became
the head of the Constitutionalist Army (Gilderhus 1977, 3-4).

71The only agreement reached was for the US to remove the arms embargo on the Constituionalists,
allowing legal arms sales from the United States with the intention of making the Constitutionalists a threat
to Huerta (Wilson 1979f).
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Wilson administration in planning for post-intervention period and relegated those decisions

to a later date.

The Fog of Intervention and Initial Assessment

In 1914, a small incident in Tampico gave Wilson and the US an excuse to escalate their

military pressure and compel the end of the Huerta regime. On April 9th, 1914, eight crew

members of the American cruiser Dolphin went ashore at Tampico to secure fuel for their

vessel, whereby they were mistakenly arrested by the local detachment of the Mexican gov-

ernment military police.72 After the Mexican general in command of the local Mexican forces

realized the mistake two hours later, he promptly released the Americans and apologized.

The American admiral in command of the Dolphin, Henry Mayo, was not satisfied with

this response and demanded further restitution: a formal apology, the arrest of the officer

who accosted the American crew members, and most contentiously, a 21-gun salute to the

American flag (Admiral Mayo to General Zaragoza 1922). The Mexican general arranged for

the apology and arrest in Tampico, but could not fire the 21-gun salute without approval

from President Huerta. Insulted by Mexican refusal, Wilson and Secretary of State Bryan

derided this event as a sign of disrespect to the United States and demanded the Mexican

government respect the American flag in a sign of contrition.73

The next two weeks found the American chargé d’affairs in Mexico City, Nelson O’Shaugh-

nessy, furiously sending proposals back and forth between Secretary of State Bryan and Gen-

eral Huerta, with Huerta and his advisers seeking to find alternative means of restitution,

all promptly rejected by Wilson (Chargé O’Shaughnessy to the Secretary of State 1922).74

Huerta’s refusal of an unconditional salute of the American flag lead to Wilson to obtain

congressional approval for armed intervention against Mexico on April 20th. Planning for an

incursion to occupy the custom house in Tampico began immediately. While Wilson came to

power protesting against President Taft’s ‘Dollar Diplomacy’ and President Roosevelt’s ‘Big

Stick’ diplomacy, the initial plans for intervention in Mexico ironically echoed their actions

72Tampico was under martial law at the time unbeknown to the American landing party, which is why
the military officers were detained. The controversial part of the arrest, however, was the local Mexican
military commander forced two of the landing party who were still in the American vessel to disembark and
come with them. According to international law at the time, the American vessel was technically American
sovereign soil, thus making the incident an act of war. This fact was latched onto as a deep affront to the
United States even though technically it was a minor mishap (Sweetman 1968, 32-35).

73At the same time, Wilson also latched on to two other insignificant events to bolster his claims of
intentional offense against the United States, namely the temporary arrest of a U.S. mail orderly who was
mistaken for a Mexican Army deserter and the delay of one telegram to the embassy in Mexico City. Both
events were inconsequential, but were utilized by Wilson to bolster his claims to the American public that
Huerta was insulting the United States. For more information of how presidents use deceitful justifications
to boost support for armed conflict see Schuessler (2015).

74O’Shaughnessy was the main diplomatic presence in Mexico City following the departure of Ambassador
Henry Lane Wilson.
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and built on justifications given in the Roosevelt Corollary. Plans were escalated and mod-

ified however once intelligence confirmed that the German ship Ypiranga, laden with arms

for Huerta, was bound for the important port Veracruz on April 21st (Consul Canada to the

Secretary of State 1922a).75 Determined to prevent Huerta from receiving the arms, Wilson

gave the order to accelerate the invasion plan and switch invasion sites to Veracruz. Early

the next day, Rear Admiral Fletcher launched his operation against Veracruz where the US

first moved to occupy the customs house to prevent the weapons from being delivered (The

Secretary of State to Consul Canada 1922). As one expects given the hasty planning, shifting

landing sites, and quick decision-making, decisions focused on post-intervention strategies

were not made and largely undecided for the period after the customhouses and Veracruz

were occupied.

By April 22nd, Fletcher’s forces occupied Veracruz.76 However after completing the

invasion, Fletcher and the American forces had no plan for the next stage of operations

(Langley 1983, 102). As described above, beyond a commitment to use the invasion as a

means to compel Huerta from power, there was no plan in Washington as to the next steps

the invasion should take. The landing force possessed much confusion as they complained

they had no clear guidance for the next steps they should take. Highlighting this lack

of strategic planning and information prior to intervention, the experiences of Ensign Paul

Foster exemplified the initial response of the American landing force and role the intervention

force played in instituting foreign rule in Veracruz. Upon landing in Veracruz, Ensign Foster

decided to investigate the Municipal Palace of Veracruz and gathered as many local maps as

he could find, noting that prior to their arrival in Veracruz, “none of us on the Utah had ever

seen a map of Veracruz” (Sweetman 1968, 125). However even with no previous knowledge

of the city nor ideas over how to carry out the foreign rule mission, Ensign Foster’s presence

inside the Municipal Palace led to local residents walking to building and continuing to ask

for marriage and death certificates, among other municipal functions. This lead to Foster

working with the existing bureaucracy in the city to manage the city’s functions (Sweetman

75Veracruz was a strategic location that would be the logical landing point to launch a march to Mexico
City. Once the city was captured, naval bombardment from the coast would force Mexican defenders back
to the city and the invader would have a clear drive to the capital. Hernan Cortes landed and founded the
settlement at Veracruz in 1519, setting the stage for future invasions being coordinated from the coastal city
(Langley 1983, 91-93). It was also the main landing point for American forces marching to Mexico City in
the Mexican-American War of 1848.

76While the landing force occupied the city quickly, there was still some fighting and loss of life during the
landing. While many of Huerta’s military units did retreat to Mexico City prior to the invasion, perhaps to
prepare for a prospective American invasion to the capital, the residents of Veracruz did resist the landing.
Cadets from the local Naval academy joined with local volunteers to defend the city, including several snipers
that terrorized the landing American forces. Eventually, the Americans were able to complete their mission
and take the city with only 19 American deaths and 126 Mexican defenders killed (Katz 1981, 197).
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1968, 126). Given the lack of plans and orders from Washington, Fletcher was required to

move to decide how best to continue the occupation of the city. Content for now to make their

base in Veracruz and wait for further instructions, Fletcher imposed military government in

the city and the American forces began to assess the strength of current institutions in the

surrounding area.

Once Fletcher controlled Veracruz, as my theory predicts, he showed an initial preference

for maintaining local institutions and using a leadership strategy as they further assessed

the local conditions in Veracruz. Immediately upon occupying the city, Fletcher announced

that he wished that “the civil officials of Vera Cruz continue in the peaceful pursuit of

their occupations” and that the occupying force had no intention “to interfere with the

administration of the civil affairs of Vera Cruz”(Consul Canada to the Secretary of State

1922b, 480-481). Fletcher was left alone to decide how best to manage the occupation and

provide assessments of how the situation was unfolding. Indeed, in first days following

the invasion Fletcher informed the municipal government of Veracruz that if “the failed to

establish a government themselves, I would be obliged to establish one for them” (Sweetman

1968, 139). And Fletcher was pleased to see the Mayor of Veracruz and the rest of the

city’s civil administration agreeing to stay in their posts and not have to rely on his troops

governing the city (Sweetman 1968, 139-140).77

Outside of Veracruz, other military leaders and policymakers waited on the intervention to

begin justifying their preferences for an expanded intervention. Building on prior preferences

to engage in a full-scale invasion of Mexico to protect business and oil interests, many saw the

successful landing and immediately pushed to expand the occupation and press the advantage

of the Americans. A few military commanders felt that the landing in Veracruz should be

the beginning for a larger march and invasion to the Mexico City, pushing to depose Huerta

once and for all (Katz 1981, 198). This group, including the Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army

Leonard Wood, the head of the insular affairs bureau in the War Department General Frank

MacIntyre, and Secretary of War Lindley Garrison, all felt that the best policy to promote

American interests would be a march to Mexico City to place an American stamp on the

revolution and ensure American interests were maintained. Their argument to President

Wilson centered around the claim that Mexico could never achieve constitutional governance,

which was articulated by General MacIntyre who claimed that “We preach to the crowed

that we must guarantee legal election and order in our sister republic, knowing full well that

in the half-civilized Latin American countries almost every change of government is achieved

77Sweetman (1968, 154-155) notes further that the management of the city under American control and
the maintenance of order in the city by the municipal government was quite boring for the American authors
dispatched to chronicle the invasion. The American author Jack London was quite disappointed when there
was not much more fighting in the city and the governing of the city was well maintained.
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not through election by through revolution” (Katz 1981, 198).

While initial reports of the landing and occupation Washington received were positive,

the invasion did not go as smoothly as Wilson anticipated. Resistance in Veracruz was not

overwhelming, but Huerta’s forces did muster some opposition and protected their retreat

back to defend the capital. American forces were able to occupy the city in short order,

but the resistance of the city did leave an impact. Beyond Huerta’s forces, the revolution-

ary bands reacted negatively to Wilson’s intervention, although stopping from promoting

armed action against American forces if they did not enter the territory controlled by them.

Carranza himself announced to the American invasion force that“ the invasion of our terri-

tory, the station of American troops in the port of Veracruz, the violation of our rights as

a sovereign, free, and independent state could provoke us to an unequal by just war, which

we wish to avoid” (Katz 1981, 197). Wilson had not consulted Carranza before launch-

ing his intervention against Huerta, but he had hoped Carranza and others would welcome

his invasion and support his mission against Huerta.78 While Mexican opinion was turn-

ing against Wilson’s action, greater information about the capacity of Mexican bureaucrats

and revolutionary bands were being communicated to both Wilson and the American forces

present in Veracruz. As the fog of intervention began to clear due to the effectiveness of the

bureaucrats in Veracruz and the the information communicated by Carranza, Wilson largely

determined to continue with the leadership strategy that proved successful in the city and

focus on implementing the strategy in his mission to oust Huerta.

Local Institutions and Strategy

As my theory predicts, after the assessment of local institutions, Wilson and his advisers

decided upon a leadership strategy focused on imposing Carranza and the Constitutionalists

as the new leaders of Mexico. Given the surprising choice of a leadership strategy given

conventional wisdom about Wilson’s preferences, how did local institutional strength lead

to the selection of a leadership strategy? Initially, the American landing party in Veracruz

focused on assessing the quality of the local bureaucrats and determined that they acquitted

themselves well. This, they argued, illustrated their capacity to work with American forces

to achieve the occupation force’s goals. From the onset of military government in Veracruz,

military forces monitored the effectiveness of local institutions and the responses of the

various revolutionary factions. While American military government took de facto control of

many governance functions in the city, most of the bureaucrats in the city helped the military

forces to open schools, deliver mail, and enforce health codes among other functions (Langley

78Beyond Mexican opinion, it is worth noting that some American groups turned against Wilson as well
as church associations, civil society groups, and others protested the action in the southern neighbor (Link
1956, 404-405)
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1983). As is often the case when foreign rule in initialized, the assessment process focused

on a few infrastructure projects that helped determine the capacity on local institutions to

carry out American edicts. In this case, the Veracruz bureaucrats and military government

collaborated on a few sanitation and health code projects to help improve the public health

infrastructure of the city. In each of these projects, the military government reported the

success back to Washington and commended the local elites for their efforts and ability to

work with American goals, indicating an ability to use local institutions to benefit American

plans for Mexico.

At the same time in Washington, focus on the capacity for resistance and the armed resis-

tance mechanism were on the mind. Upon instituting foreign rule in Veracruz, Washington

was most interested in learning how Carranza and the Constitutionalists would view their

actions in Veracruz. Some in Washington had hoped Carranza would welcome the landing at

Veracruz and encourage a further US military push towards Mexico City. Their hopes were

for Carranza to want to work with American forces to depose Huerta and rebuild Mexico in

America’s image. To this faction’s dismay, however, Carranza and all other Mexican revo-

lutionary factions resoundingly condemned the American foreign rule mission as an affront

to Mexican sovereignty (Special Agent Carothers to the Secretary of State 1922). Hopes for

coordinated military action quickly faded as local factions dismissed American actions. For-

tunately for the American occupiers, Carranza and the Constitutionalists announced that

they would not interfere or resist any American action in Veracruz, but could not agree to

work with the American mission if they decided to march towards Mexico City.

Contemporaneously, Carranza and the Constitutionalists were starting to achieve bat-

tlefield success against Huerta as they marched from their strongholds in northern Mexico

towards Mexico City. This gave more confidence in Washington as to the capacity for the

Constitutionalists to resist institutional strategy effectively, but also illustrated their capac-

ity for ruling effectively in Mexico City. This should not surprise us given Carranza’s history

serving as a bureaucrat and governor of Coahuila, but the increased evidence of Carranza’s

ability to serve as a capable agent coupled with his capacity of resistance painted a stark pic-

ture for the Wilson administration. Washington recognized that Mexican bureaucrats were

capable enough to carry out their edicts. In addition, landing a larger force and marching

to Mexico City, while feasibly could be done, would not guarantee a quick and successful

outcome. Rather, Wilson recognized Carranza could act as a suitable agent in accomplishing

American goals, namely stabilizing Mexico and honoring fair American business interests.

While Carranza might not serve as an absolutely reliable American agent in terms of every

goal Wilson had, his willingness to work with broad American interests made him suitable.

Thus, Wilson decided upon continuing to think of ways to work with the Constitutional-
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ists to ensure that Huerta was defeated even in light of their condemnation, and eventually

turned to ensuring Carranza replaced Huerta in power.

To ensure that there was a smooth transition to the Carranza regime and American in-

terests were protected, Wilson and the United States refused to end the occupation Veracruz

until after Huerta’s resignation and a successful implementation of the new Carranza regime.

Consistent with the view that foreign rulers consistently assess the capacity of the agents

they have installed, Wilson maintained the occupation as as a threat to ensure the transfer

of power to Carranza occurred quickly and appropriately and also as a way to assess whether

the Constitutionalists could effective hold the reins of power in Mexico City. Once Carranza

took power, Secretary of State Bryan relayed that the United States would continue to as-

sess the progress of the Constitutionalists and track the transition. He intimated that “every

step taken by the Constitutionalist leaders from this moment on...must of necessity, there-

fore, play a very important part in determining whether it will be possible for the United

States to recognize the government”(The Secretary of State to Vice Consul Silliman 1922a,

568-569).

Wilson and his advisers continued to assess whether Carranza and his institutions were

fulfilling the goals of the United States before committing to removing the American military

presence from the country. Secretary Bryan subtly intimated to the Constitutionalists that

“the success or failure of the Constitutionalist cause is to be determined now,”(The Secre-

tary of State to Vice Consul Silliman 1922b, 577), using the military occupation to threaten

non-recognition of the government if Carrazana did not have the ability to meet the meager

goals of the Americans. The implicit threat offered by Secretary Bryan and others was that

if Carranza did not appear to have sufficient control over Mexican institutions and reforms,

an institutional strategy was still possible to enact. By August 22nd, however, Carranza

was fully in control of the Mexican government and the Americans were sufficiently pleased

with Carranza’s ability to manage Mexico’s governmental institutions to promote stability

and modest reforms. Carranza publicly praised President Wilson for his policy in Mexico,

thanked Secretary of State Bryan for his help, and generally seemed appreciative of American

support and receptive to American suggestions on how to transition to a stable government

(The Brazilian Minister to Mexico the Secretary of State 1922).79 Thus three months after

Carranza’s march to Mexico City and imposition of his new regime, the American occupation

force withdrew from Veracruz, pleased with Carranza’s policies and control of government

and successfully completing the foreign rule operation. Wilson, fully pleased with the lead-

ership strategy that was implemented, continued to support Carranza throughout the next

79Considering Carranza’s reaction at the American landing in Veracruz and his refusal to initial work with
the Americans in deposing Huerta, it remains a grand irony he praised Wilson as much as he did in the end.
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years of tumultuous Mexican history, even when crises and clear policy differences emerged

in subsequent years.80

In the end, how did local institutions and conditions push the United States to pursue

a leadership strategy centered around installing Carranza in power? First looking at agent

capacity, both upon landing in Veracruz and after deposing Huerta, officials in Washington

and commanders in Veracruz both needed to ascertain whether local bureaucrats and leaders

in the capital could help enact the policies Washington deemed necessary. Wilson deemed

local institutions in Mexico sufficiently strong so as to not require the United States to

implement a program of institution building in order to impose their preferred policy changes.

They Americans could work with local bureaucrats and achieve their goals, making for a

more cost effective mission. When it was clear that the bureaucrats in Veracruz could enact

the military government’s new sanitary policies and Carranza could ensure he would aid in

propelling American reforms and interests forward, only then was the United States confident

that a leadership strategy would prove successful. The capacity of local institutions in Mexico

and Carranza as an agent of American foreign rule allowed America to achieve their goals

with fewer resources spent. Carranza’s ability to maintain a level of stability upon taking

control in Mexico City and the capacity he showed governing the northern regions of Mexico

under his control provided evidence he could serve as a capable agent to promote American

interests. Coupled with the evidence from Veracruz itself, Mexican institutions were deemed

capable and a leadership strategy was imposed.

Second, after landing in Veracruz, the assessment of the likelihood of armed resistance

to further American action was a key deterrent preventing the United States from marching

into Mexico City. The likelihood of future resistance from current bureaucrats, revolutionary

factions, and other elements in the state played a large role in helping the United States

determine that deposing current institutions would be a mistake. Throughout the cables

between Veracruz, Mexico City, and Washington, concern over increased resistance if the

US were to take a more active institutional approach worried many officials. Given the

desire for increased stability in Mexico, an institutional strategy would make American

goals harder to achieve. The condemnation and rebukes Wilson and the Americans faced

from different factions within Mexico made Wilson reassess his plans and reaffirmed his

belief in what he called a Mexican solution for Mexico, namely a leadership style strategy.

Prospective resistance pushed Wilson to scrap any idea of marching to Mexico City and

full invasion of Mexico as a productive means of deposing Huerta. The reaction against

80While this marked the end of the American foreign rule mission in Mexico, Wilson and Carranza’s
relationship would strain in subsequent years, particularly in 1917 after the adoption of a new Mexican
constitutions and the emergence of the Zimmerman Telegram. For more on this relationship breaking down
see Katz (1981, 493-503), Gilderhus (1977, 53-71), and Richmond (1983, 189-218).
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the US occupation and realization that the strength of the possible resistance to a US

march to Mexico City made Wilson consider all other possible strategies to place Carranza

in power (The Secretary of State to the Special Commissioners 1922). The presence and

strength of various revolutionary bands competing for state power made the threat of strong

resistance tangible and thus this assessment made not dislocating current institutions in

place of paramount importance. Trying to replace relatively strong state institutions with

weaker new institutions that could not compete with the capacity of the deposed bureaucrats

and rebel groups would have made US goals harder to obtain.81

Conclusion

After examining the American foreign rule mission in Mexico, it is clear that the uncertainty

the United States faced prior to the imposition of foreign rule forced their strategy to only

coalesce after local forces assessed the strength of current institutions. In both cases, the

importance of agent capacity and the probability of armed resistance had tangible impacts

on the strategy foreign rulers selected. Combined with the logistic regression results, the

evidence for the importance of local institutional strength and the role uncertainty and

information problems play in strategic decision is striking. Overall, my argument shows

that once foreign rule has been instituted, it is difficult to guide the foreign rule mission on

preferences and goals alone. Instead, local conditions prompt foreign rulers to use strategies

to impose their domination they may not intend. This illustrates thats while today we can

plan for the foreign rule period following intervention, until intervention or invasion occurs,

it is a gamble as to what strategy the local conditions will mandate.

In all, in this paper I illustrate that states pursuing their rational interests can often

end up pursuing lengthy and costly institution building missions when they had no prior

plans to pursue them in the first place. The natural uncertainty surrounding local context

can contribute to overconfidence in foreign rulers as to their ability to achieve their political

goals quickly with leadership strategies, only pushing them to fall into the state-building

trap against their wishes. Thus it is the simultaneous impact of local institutional strength

on the foreign rule strategy, as well as the pre-intervention uncertainty over institutional

strength, that contributes to the selection of a foreign strategy.

81See Appendix IV for how this case differs from the American foreign rule mission in the Dominican
Republic during the same time period. Combined, these cases show that only local conditions could explain
the variation in strategy imposed, and both highlight the crucial importance of uncertainty in understanding
foreign rue strategy.
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